Agenda Item Report
Planning Commission - Aug 23 2021
Department
Planning & Development
Services

Staff Contact
Mary Miller, Planner II

Recommendations
Consider approving a text amendment, TA-21-00173, to add standards for
Commercial/Utility Scale Solar Energy Conversion Systems (CSECS) to the Zoning
Regulations for unincorporated Douglas County. Initiated by County Commission on 5/5/21.
Executive Summary
The Planning Commission considered this text amendment at their June 21, 2021 meeting.
The commission voted to defer action to provide more time for public comment and directed
staff to develop a 'red-lined' version of the draft language, showing any changes that were
made. Following the Planning Commission meeting, additional comments were received from
members of the public and solar energy and electric firms. The attached table lists the
comments and includes a discussion of the comment and whether the comment resulted in a
change to the draft language.
Staff is also recommending some changes to the draft language. These changes are, in some
cases, associated with the comments received and, in others, are the result of the additional
research.
The attached draft language is marked up, with changes resulting from comments from the
public or the energy firms shown in red and staff changes shown in green.
Fiscal Impact
N/A
Action Requested
Approve text amendment, TA-21-00173, to add standards for Commercial/Utility Scale Solar
Energy Conversion Systems (CSECS) to the Zoning Regulations for unincorporated Douglas
County, to the Board of County Commissioners with a recommendation for approval.
Previous Agenda Reports:
June 21, Planning Commission meeting
Attachments
Staff Memo
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Attachment A Comment Table
Attachment B Draft Section 12-306-49 for August PC
Attachment C Revised Section 12-304-3
Communications (Updated 8/23/21)
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Memorandum
City of Lawrence/Douglas County
Planning & Development Services
TO:

Lawrence/Douglas County Metropolitan Planning Commission

FROM:

Mary Miller, Planner

Date:

August 23, 2021

RE:

TA-21-00173, Text Amendment for Zoning Regulations to add
Commercial/Utility Scale Solar Energy Conversion Systems (CSECS)
Standards

The Planning Commission considered the text amendment referenced above at their June 21,
2021 meeting and voted to defer action on the item. The Commission directed staff to review the
comments that had been provided and return a revised, marked up version, of the draft language.
Attachments included with this memo include:
A. A table which lists the various comments, notes whether the changes were accepted or
not, and provides staff’s discussion is also attached. The comments provided by energy
firms (Nextera, Savion, and Evergy) are listed individually and the general public
comments follow.
B. A marked up version of the revised draft language for Section 12-306-49,
Commercial/Utility Scale Solar Energy Conversion Systems (CSECS), with changes
generated by public comment shown in bold red, and changes which were the result of
additional staff review shown in bold green.
C. Draft revisions for Section 12-304-3, Permitted Use Table.
D. Public comments.
Staff worked to include as many of the commenters’ suggestions as possible; however, in some
instances, the original wording or alternate wording was considered the better alternative. One
of the commenters mentioned battery storage. As that hadn’t been included in the original draft
language, standards related to battery storage were developed.
With the development of unique standards for this use, Commercial/Utility Scale Solar Energy
Conversion Systems, it is necessary to include this use in the list of permitted uses, Section 12304-3 of the Zoning Regulations. This change is also included in the revised draft language.
Action Requested:
Forward the proposed text amendment adding Commercial/Utility Scale Solar Energy Conversion
Systems to the Zoning Regulations for the Unincorporated Territory of Douglas County, Kansas
to the Board of County Commissioner’s with a recommendation of approval.
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Comment Table

Attachment A Pg. 1

JUNE 21, 2021 MEETING PLANNING COMMISSION COMMENTS
1. If the measures for property
maintenance were closer to creating
a soil bank, the setback and
buffering standards could be
eliminated. This would include
The setbacks and buffering standards were reduced.
growing native plants and other
plants that are compatible with, and
enhance, agricultural use.
2. Would like more information on soil
tests and contamination issues

3. Not concerned with having a
prohibition on use of prime
farmland, as long as at the end of
the conditional use permit the
property could go back to farmland.



The following is a link to the soil sampling plan
created for Ontario County, New York.
_182b_drs_sampling_and_analysis_plan_berg
mann_october_1_2020.pdf (b5z.net)
“As the Site contains prime soils, and because
the Site is to be returned to agricultural use
upon decommissioning the Project, the Town
has requested a sampling plan to ensure that
each solar farm is properly monitored to enable
full restoration of each lot to its agricultural
production potential at the same prime soils
classifications and conditions presently
existing.”



The following link provides information on soil
impacts in Fact 1: Solar Farming: Not a Good
Use of Agricultural Land | Coastal
AgroBusiness

The soil testing and reclamation requirements should
ensure the property would be returned to agricultural
use.

4. Are two levels of fencing needed?
One for the solar arrays, and the
other for the high voltage
equipment?
5. Is there a need for a minimum and
maximum acreage limit? No
minimum limit would allow the
creation of a micro-grid. How as
1000 acres chosen as the maximum
limit?

This has been addressed with additional fencing
measures being added for the battery storage.
No minimum is proposed.
Many communities set maximum limits. Johnson
County is considering a maximum limit of 2,000 acres;
however, Johnson County doesn’t have the same goal
of maintaining agricultural land as Douglas County.
1,000 acres was selected to balance the need for solar
energy with the need to preserve agricultural land.
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Attachment A Pg. 2

6. Could flexibility be built into the
standards to accommodate changes
in technology?

A provision was added that would allow the Board of
County Commissioners to modify any of the standards.
This would provide flexibility; however, if major
change in technology were to occur it may be
necessary to revise the standards.

7. Provide definition of ‘trees’ for
protection

Language was revised to refer to the Zoning
Regulations definition of ‘Stands of Mature Trees’: “An
area of ½ acre (21,780 sq ft) or more located on the
‘development land area’ or on other contiguous
properties containing trees that are 25 feet or more in
height, or are greater than 8” Caliper, in an amount
adequate to form a continuous or nearly continuous
canopy. (Canopy may be determined from resources
such as, but not limited to, NAIP: National Agricultural
Imaging Program, County GIS aerials, and field
surveys.)”

Public Comments -- Solar Energy Firms
Following comments taken from Nextera’s mark-up of the draft language
(corrections of typos are only listed if not accepted)
Proposed language included in updated draft in bold black type
Proposed language NOT included in updated draft is struckthrough
Section 12-306-49.01 Definitions
Revise the definition of ‘Solar Energy Conversion
System’ as shown below:
a) Solar Energy Conversion System (CSECS): a
facility that converts sunlight into electricity
whether by photovoltaics (PV), concentrating
solar thermal devices (CST), or other
conversion and storage , technology, for the
primary purpose of the conversion, storage,
and wholesale sales of generated electricity
and includes all appurtenant facilities
including, but not limited to, roads,
substations, operation and maintenance
buildings.
Section 12-306-49.03 Conditions Required
for Approval
b) ‘Key issues to be considered with the review
of the application’
12) Bond agreement or other means of ensuring
decommissioning performance. (Proposed by
commenter)

The comments on the definition revealed a flaw
in the original draft definitions. The Solar Energy
Conversion System definition has been revised to
provide a definition of the general term and the
Commercial/Utility Scale term was revised to
include storage, and the information related to
wholesale sales and appurtenant facilities.
Added ‘storage’ to the definition of the Solar
Energy Conversion System.

The bond is not tied only to decommissioning, but
would apply to reclamation, and disposal. Added
‘reclamation, disposal, and decommissioning’.
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Attachment A Pg. 3

12) Bond agreement or other means of ensuring
reclamation, disposal, and
decommissioning performance. (Staff’s
recommendation)
Section 12-306-49.04 Standards
(a): They would like the language noting that
CSECS on prime farmland shall be discouraged,
removed.

They suggest one of the measures used to
mitigate the placement of the facility on prime
farmland to be “Revision of the land to a
condition suitable for agricultural use at the end
of the CSECS useful life.”
The language proposed by the applicant is below
with staff’s changes and comments highlighted in
yellow:
a. Farmland. Food sustainability and
preservation of prime agricultural land are key
initiatives of Douglas County goals of the
comprehensive plan and. Commercial/Utility
Scale Solar Energy Conversion Systems (CSECS)
located that are permitted on prime farmland
shall provide evidence that the use of the land
for non-agricultural purposes for the duration
of the lease shall be mitigated by a substantial
benefit to the residents of Douglas County such
as:
4) Continuation or establishment of an
agricultural use, s….
5) Reversion of the land to a condition
suitable for agricultural use at the end of
the CSECS useful life (permit timeframe)
12-306-49.04(c) Location
(2) To the extent possible, utilize existing
terrain, vegetation, and structures to screen the
project from off-site view. If this is not possible,
additional screening shall be provided may be
required.
12-306-49.04(d) Size.

The language was revised to note that ‘CSECS
are discouraged’ rather than ‘shall be
discouraged’ from locating on prime farmland.
Other changes were accepted but the suggestion
to include reclamation as a means to mitigate the
use of prime farmland was not included as
reclamation is required with all facilities,
regardless of location.

Accepted, with some re-wording.

Applicant suggested that the size of each
Commercial/Utility Scale Solar Energy Conversion
System be limited to no more than 2,000 acres.
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No CSECS shall contain more than 2,000 1,000
acres total, unless the Board of County
Commissioners modifies this standard.
12-306-49.04(e) Glare.
All solar panels must be constructed to minimize
glare or reflection onto adjacent properties and
adjacent roadways and must not interfere with
traffic, including air traffic, or create a safety
hazard. Glare Examples of measures that
can be mitigated by utilized to limit glare
include,
12-306-49.04(g) Vegetation
The CSECS shall be designed to accommodate
existing concurrent use of the land for livestock
grazing or similar sustainable use

Vegetation 1). Top soils shall not be removed
during development, unless part of installation
or remediation efforts, in which case the
amount of top soil removed shall be
minimized.

Attachment A Pg. 4

Staff proposes keeping the 1,000 acre limit but
allowing the Board of County Commissioners to
modify this condition, on a case by case basis.

Rewording, no change in meaning.
Change accepted.

The intent is that existing agricultural uses would
remain, but that nothing new would occur. It’s
very likely that the Commercial/Utility Scale Solar
Energy Conversion System would prohibit the
continuation of the previous ag use: row crops,
grazing cattle, etc.
This change was not
accepted as this standard contains an alternative
in that ground cover could be provided that
meets certain specifications and new agricultural
uses would be permitted.
Accepted. But staff added language, in green,
noting that the removal of top soil should be
limited and that no top soil should be removed
from the property.

Vegetation 2). Soils shall be planted and
maintained in perennial vegetation to prevent
erosion…
Applicant proposes to revise this to: The surface
of the project site shall be prepared as shown
on the approved conditional use site plan
in consultation with the Director of Zoning
and Codes and shall be limited to such area
as is reasonably necessary to provide
access to the site and project
infrastructure For the remainder of the project
footprint, disturbed soils shall be planted and
maintained….
Section 306-49.04(h) Setback
All CSECS structures shall be set back a minimum
of 100 10 feet from the road right-of-way and 50

The treatment of the site should be determined
with the conditional use permit plan. Change not
accepted, but additional wording added by staff
as shown in green.

100 feet from the roadway may be more setback
than needed, given the low profile of the system.
50 feet is the setback required along local roads.
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10 feet from the interior side and rear property
lines of non-participating property owners. The
solar panels/array shall be located a minimum of
500 100 feet from any existing occupied nonparticipating residence, as measured from
the dwelling, unless otherwise agreed to
by the owner of the residence at the time of
installation.
All CSECS structures shall be located in
compliance with the setbacks required for
that zoning district. In addition, the solar
panels/array shall be located a minimum of
100 feet from any existing occupied
residence, unless otherwise agreed to by
the owner of the residence at the time of
installation. Written evidence of the setback
agreements shall be provided to the
Planning Office as part of the conditional
use permit review.

Section 306-49.04(i) Fencing/Screening
1) Properties containing CSECS shall be
enclosed by perimeter fencing to restrict
unauthorized access. Perimeter fencing shall
be either seven (7) foot tall chain link or
permeable fencing.
Fencing/Screening
2) Wildlife corridors, fenced Fenced
breaks in the facility that provide a route
for wildlife to travel through the area shall
be provided where needed to allow wildlife
to travel through the area.(Typically at ¼
mile intervals)
Fencing/Screening
3) A 25 foot deep buffer and screening area
shall be provided along common property
lines between the CSECS and all adjoining
residential properties and along all adjacent
roadways. The buffer and screening area
may include a combination of berms,
predominately evergreen species at least 5
feet in height at the time of planting, or

Attachment A Pg. 5

This condition has been revised to require the
setback per the zoning district
AG-1 and AG-2 Setbacks
 adjacent to principal arterial: 150 foot setback
 adjacent to minor arterial or major collector:
100 foot setback
 adjacent to minor collector 75 foot
 adjacent to local road: 50 foot
 side and rear setbacks of 30 foot (where not
adjacent to roadway.)
The setback from residences was recommended
in order to minimize noise from the facility at the
residence.
Staff reviewed the distance
attenuation information online, particularly at
https://www.omnicalculator.com/physics/distanc
e-attenuation and found that 60 decibels at the
source would be 20 decibels at a distance 100
feet from the source. Based on this information,
the 100 foot separation is reasonable. (If the
standard for the noise level is increased above 60
decibels, this setback would need to be
reconsidered.)
The applicant would like the 7 foot tall
requirement removed. Staff kept the height
requirement, but added a ‘wildlife friendly’
fencing provision which doesn’t have the height
requirement as an option.
Accepted this change.

This section was revised to note that a buffer
area is not required when adjacent to a
participating residential property, and removed
the buffering requirement from the roadway.
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Attachment A Pg. 6

fencing to be determined by the Board of
Countyy Commissioners based on
characteristics of both the solar facility
location and the surrounding area.
Section 306-49.04(k) Signage (formerly (j)
1) Perimeter fencing shall be signed at
intervals no less than every 100 feet
incorporate appropriate safety
signage, at a minimum spacing of every
100 500 feet.
Section 306-49.04(l) Lighting – (formerly (k)
3) All external lighting shall be motion
activated and on a timer.
All external lighting, where used, shall
be motion activated and on a timer, or
switch operated.
Section 306-49.04(n) Electrical
Interconnections (formerly m)
(2) Off-site, above ground utility or power lines
may only be used for generation tie-lines
from the project substation to a utility
substation or and must be located in public
right-of-ways, easements, or other legally
dedicated tracts of land.

Accept the wording regarding safety signage and
increased the spacing of the signage from every
100 feet to 500 feet.

Change not accepted. It is our understanding
that lights would not be left on all night. This
standard clarifies that.

Change is accepted, but electric lines that are
located off-site would require location in an
easement or other legally dedicated tracts of
land.

Electrical Interconnections
1. All electrical interconnection and distribution
lines within the subject site shall be located
underground, with the following exceptions:
A) (when site conditions require)
B) Generation tie-lines from the project
substation to a utility substation
C) Above ground utility or power lines may
only be located in public right-of-ways,
easements or other legally dedicated
tracts of land.
Proposed exception to the standards
Exceptions. Upon a written request by the
applicant, the Board of County
Commissioners may approve a modification
from the vary or waive the minimum
standards set forth herein upon a
determination by the Board of County

This change could be very useful as it provides
flexibility. It might be better to allow the Board of
County Commissioners to approve a modification
to the standards, to avoid confusion with the
Douglas County Board of Zoning Appeals
variance process.
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Attachment A Pg. 7

Commissioners that said modification
waiver or variance is consistent with the
purpose and intent of these regulations.
Section 12-306-49.05 Application and
Required Documents
The following additional notice and materials are
required as part of the application submittal, or,
as appropriate, as a condition to the
Conditional Use Permit.
b Existing Conditions
1) Existing property lines and property lines
extending one hundred (100) feet from the
exterior boundaries, including the names of
adjacent property owners and current use of
those properties, to the extent reasonably
known by applicant as determined by
site inspection or from the Douglas
County Appraiser’s Office Land Use map,
which is available from the Planning
Office.
c Proposed Conditions
6) Sketch elevation of the premises
accurately depicting the proposed solar
energy conversion system and its
relationship to structures on adjacent
lots.

8) The total number of panels to be
installed

The materials are necessary for the review of the
application. It wouldn’t be appropriate to set
these as conditions.

It’s hard to determine what should be reasonably
known by an applicant. Staff can assist in
determining the land uses of the adjacent
properties.

Applicant asked that this be removed as it isn’t
clear. A graphic of a ‘sketch elevation’ was
included to clarify this requirement. This graphic
will assist in determining the visual impact and
whether or not screening is needed.
This requirement was moved to the
‘Supplemental Information’ section, as it would
be difficult to show this on the cup plan.
In staff’s opinion, this information may be useful
in evaluating the conditional use permit. This
was revised to note the estimated number of
panels.

8) The estimated number of panels to be
installed.
d Supplemental Information
7) Landscaping Plan
Ii Large scale removal of mature trees on the
site is prohibited without the approval of the
applicable land owner.
Removal of stands of mature trees (as
defined in the Zoning Regulations), shall
comply with the environmental protection
standards of Section 12-314-2.

Stands of mature trees are protected in the
Zoning Regulations as environmentally sensitive
lands. This section was revised by staff as
noted to:
1) refer to the definition of stands of mature
trees, and
2) apply the condition to stands of mature trees
and not all mature trees.
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Attachment A Pg. 8

12) Abandonment, Decommissioning, and
Reclamation Plan
A decommissioning plan shall be required to
ensure that facilities are properly removed after
their useful life. Decommissioning of solar panels
must occur in the event they are not in use for
six (6) months twelve (12) consecutive months,
unless the Board approves a request to maintain
the facility.

Change accepted.

(a) [second sentence]
The Director of Zoning and Codes may withdraw
the Notice of Abandonment and notify the
owner/operator that the Notice has been
withdrawn if the owner/operator provides
sufficient information to demonstrate that the
facility has not been abandoned, which may
include documentation or certification by the
owner/operator of the local electric utility, or
that the owner/operator of the facility is
actively pursuing a plan, including
specified steps and a proposed schedule
acceptable to the Director of Zoning and
Codes, to bring the facility back into
service.

Change accepted.

(b) The decommissioning/reclamation plan
shall include provisions for removal of all
structures, foundations, and underground
wiring, and any and all materials foreign to
the site prior to installation to a depth of
thirty-six (36) inches.

The
plan
would
be
the
decommissioning/reclamation plan. Accepted
change and added ‘reclamation’. (This wording
was revised throughout this section.)

(e) (now f) Concrete and other materials used
in the construction of the site must be
removed. to a depth of thirty-six (36)
inches. If discarded in
Douglas County it, such material must be
discarded into an approved landfill per Section
12-306-24
13) Bond
The applicant shall post a bond or, establish
an escrow account, provide a parent
guarantee, or provide such other
financial security deemed acceptable by

Change not accepted: All underground items
should be removed.

Change not accepted. All materials should be
removed.

Change accepted.
The proposal to delete the language regarding
the bond amount was not accepted; however,
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the County, in an amount equal to the
estimated decommissioning costs, to
ensure proper decommission and restoration
of the site.

Attachment A Pg. 9

the wording was revised to allow a 3rd party to
estimate the decommissioning and reclamation
costs at the applicant’s expense.

Any bond or escrow account shall be
calculated at a rate of $40,000 per acre
of disturbed soil or the amount provided
in their cost estimate, whichever is
greater.
SAVION COMMENTS
Section 12-306-49.01 a. 2) include ‘energy
storage’ in their definitions.
Recommendation: Commercial/Utility Scale Solar
Energy Conversion System (CSECS): Solar energy
conversion systems ‘which may include energy
storage’ that are commonly referred to as ‘solar
farm’s, which is connected to transmission,
collector, or feeder lines, and is intended for use
in a larger network exclusive of individual use.
Also known as Commercial Solar Energy
Conversion System.
Section 12-306-49.04 a Farmland
Delete this section as CSECSs provide many
benefits to farmland. The implementation of
CSECS on prime farmland can serve as a
beneficial means of conserving farmland for the
future and therefore restrictions related to CSECS
sited on farmland are not necessary but
unnecessarily burdensome to landowners and
solar developers. The Zoning Regulations already
include protections applicable to development on
Prime Farmland. CSECS do not produce a more
significant impact to Prime Farmland than other
uses in the County that would warrant
significantly more strenuous restrictions or
prohibition of the use.
Section 12-306-59.04 d. Size
No CSECS shall contain more than 1,000
acres total.
US has set a goal to reach 100% carbonpollution free electricity by 2035. Evergy plans to
retire nearly 1,200 megawatts of coal-based
energy and add 3,200 megawatts of renewable
generation within the next 10 years. The size of

Revised definition of Commercial Solar Energy
Conversion System to include energy storage.
Did not include proposed definition as it included
the defined term in the definition.

Change not accepted.

Staff recommends that the the size of each
facility should be determined by the Board of
County Commissioners. This would be possible
with the modification, but keeping the 1000 acre
limit sets the expectation.
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a CSES is better addressed on a case-by-case
basis through an evaluation of impacts in the
Conditional Use Permit process as with any other
use.
Section 12-306-49 g. 1) Top soils shall not be
removed during development, unless part of a
remediation effort.
Recommendation: Top soils shall not be removed
off-site during development, unless part of a
remediation effort.
Section 12-306-49.04 h. 1)
All CSECS structures shall be set back a minimum
of 100 feet from the road right-of-way and 50
feet from the interior side and rear property
lines. The solar panels/array shall be located a
minimum of 500 feet from any existing residence
at the time of installation.
Recommendation: All CSECS structures shall be
set back a minimum of 100 feet from the road
right-of-way and 50 feet from the interior side
and rear property lines ‘of non-participating
landowners. The solar panels/array shall be
located a minimum of 500 feet from any existing
non-participating residence at the time of
installation unless the developer provides
evidence of a written waiver of setbacks
from the residential property owner or
installs an effective vegetative screen to
obscure the view of the solar farm from the
house.

Top soils are what make prime farmland. Top
soil
should
never
be
taken
off-site.
Recommendation not accepted, but the wording
was revised to clarify that top soil shall not be
removed off-site.

Setbacks were revised in response to another
comment.
Added language noting that the setbacks do not
apply to the rear and side setbacks that abut
participating parcels.
The waiver provision was added.

Section 12-306-49.04 h. 2) No portion of a
CSECS may encroach upon the public right-ofway. (concern with lines which cross right-ofway)
Recommendation: No portion of a CSECS may
encroach upon the public right-of-way without
all applicable approvals from the authority
having jurisdiction over the portion of
right-of-way

It may be better as: No portion of a
Commercial/Utility Scale Solar Energy Conversion
System may encroach upon the public right-ofway with the exception of distribution or
transmission
lines
(overhead
or
underground) provided all applicable
approvals from the authority having
jurisdiction over the portion of right-ofway have been obtained.

Section 12-306-49.04 i. 3) A 25-foot-deep
buffer and screening area shall be provided along
common property lines between the CSECS and
all adjoining residential properties and along all
adjacent roadways. The buffer and screening

Change accepted.
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area may include a combination of berms,
predominantly evergreen species at least 5 feet
in height at the time of planting, or fencing to be
determined by the Board of County
Commissioners based on characteristics of both
the solar facility location and the surrounding
area.
“should not apply to participating residential
properties or adjacent roadways. Glare analysis
condition will address glare. This requirement is
more than is required for quarries, junkards,
industrial sites, etc. Determining the needed
buffering would be better on a case by case
basis.
Recommendation: A 25-foot-deep buffer and
screening area shall be provided along common
property lines between the CSECS and all
adjoining non-participating residential
properties and along all adjacent roadways.
The buffer and screening area may include a
combination of berms, predominantly evergreen
species at least 5 feet in height at the time of
planting, or fencing to be determined by the
Board of County Commissioners based on
characteristics of both the solar facility location
and the surrounding area.
Section 12-306-49-05.d materials required
with application; would like to tie these to
building permits rather than the conditional use
permit—the following:
2) Manufacturer’s specification and
recommended installation methods for all
major equipment, including solar panels,
mounting systems, and foundations for
poles or racks.
3) (now 4) Grading plan which includes all
proposed changes to the vegetation on
the site (clearing, grading, topographic
changes, tree removal, etc.)
Recommendation: A grading plan which
includes description of all proposed changes
to the vegetation on the site (clearing, grading,
topographic changes, tree removal, etc.) shall
be included in the Conditional Use Permit

Change not accepted. The specifications would
help identify the type of foundations the height,
the chemicals used, etc. This information may be
needed for the review of the item.

Change not accepted.
Staff recommends that they provide a general
grading plan and then provide another prior to
building permits. (The grading plan is necessary
to evaluate whether they will be impacting
environmentally sensitive lands and how
stormwater will be impacted. They can provide
the best grading plan they can and the, if the
conditional use permit is approved, provide a
more detailed one. If the more detailed one
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application and a grading plan shall be
provided prior to issuance of a building
permit.
4) (now 5) A copy of the interconnection
agreement with the local electric utility
shall be provided before any
development activity may occur
This could take years to complete.

12) Abandonment, Decommissioning, and
Reclamation Plan: 6 month in the Notice of
abandonment (a) and one year discussed in (g)
(now h)
Section 12-306-49.05d. 13 Bond
“The applicant shall post a bond or establish an
escrow account to ensure proper decommission
and restoration of the site.”
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.

v.
vi.

Any bond or escrow account shall be calculated
at a rate of $40,000 per acre of disturbed soil or
the amount provided in their cost estimate,
whichever is greater.”
–note WHEN the bond is required
Recommendation
The applicant shall post a bond, letter of credit,
establish an escrow account or provide similar
security in a form acceptable to the County in an
amount determined sufficient to ensure proper
decommission and restoration of gthe site based
on the decommissioning cost estimate prepared
by a third part engineer and provided by the
applicant ‘by year ten of property operations. The
requirement to post decommissioning security
shall not apply to the extent of any portion of the
project property for which the applicant provides
evidence of a legal requirement to post financial
security for decommissioning equal to or greater
than the amount required herein on behalf of the
landowner(s) of such property.”

Attachment A Pg. 12

indicates that more plants will be removed or
other issues—the conditional use permit will be
returned to the Board of County Commissioners.
Change partially accepted. Rather than tying it to
development activity, it is required before the
conditional use permit plan is released for
building permits.
(A conditional use permit is valid for 2 years, the
agreement should be obtained within this
timeframe; however, extensions for good cause
are possible)

The time-frame was revised to 12 months.

The bond language was revised to base the bond
amount of the estimate of a third party
contractor, chosen by the county and at the
expense of the applicant.
The timing of the bond was added, to note that
it must be paid before the commencement of the
use. This is consistent with the bond
requirements for quarries.

i. Any bond or escrow account shall be calculated
in the amount provided a the net
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decommissioning cost in the decommissioning
cost estimate provided by the applicant and
verified by the County.
EVERGY COMMENTS
Section 12-306-49.04 Standards
Section D – Size:
- What if the site spans the County line? Is the
1,000 acre requirement inclusive of only what is
in Douglas County or the project as a whole?
- How is this acreage measured? For large
projects, there are often gaps or unusable land
within the project area.
This can be due to multiple reasons (leasing,
environmental, etc.). Will this acreage include
these non-useable areas, even if they’re within
the project boundary? We would recommend
only solar panel acreage be included in this
requirement.
- Can this requirement be increased to 1,600
acres?
Section G – Vegetation:
- Item (1) indicates top soils shall not be
removed during development. It is typical to
trench to install underground cable and then
backfill with the same material that was
removed. Is this acceptable?
Section H – Setbacks:
- If the land owner has agreed to lease their
property for CSECS construction, does the 500
foot setback still apply? If an agreement is
reached with the property owner, can the 500
foot requirement be exempt? Proper vegetative
screening could be substituted for the 500 foot
requirement if agreed upon by the land owner.
Section I – Fencing:
- Is a (6) foot tall chain link fence with (1) foot of
barbed wire at the top acceptable? This is typical
for large scale
sites
I-Fencing:
For the wildlife corridors, large animals such as
deer can present a hazard to the equipment.
Permeable fencing with a larger weave can be
accommodated to allow smaller animals such as
squirrels, rabbits, etc. to be able to pass through.

Attachment A Pg. 13

The acreage limit would only apply to property
within Douglas County.
The acreage would be measured as the area that
is to be utilized by the solar array. The language
has been revised to note this.
Language providing the Board of County
Commissioners the ability to vary from this limit
was added.

Language was revised to note that top soil could
be removed during installation and reclamation,
but could to be taken from the site.
Setbacks were removed when abutting a
participating property owner.
Side and rear setbacks were reduced to match
those of the district: 30 feet (when abutting nonparticipating properties).
100 foot from residences, accepted.
The fencing requirement is intended to protect
wildlife. A minimum of 7 foot is recommended by
wildlife groups as an acceptable height.

Graphics were included to show wildlife friendly
fencing.
Wildlife corridors would be fenced to prevent
deer from accessing the equipment.
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Some more definition on this item would be
helpful
Section I. Fencing
Does Item (3) include gravel county roads, or
just paved roads? What spacing between trees is
required? Does
this also include common property lines where
both land owners have agreed to lease their
property for CSECS
construction?

This section was revised to note it wouldn’t apply
when abutting a participating property. The
requirement to buffer from the roadway was
removed. (Vegetation could be required as part
of the conditional use permit review depending
on the location, but it wouldn’t be required overall.)

Section J – Signage:
- Suggest every 500-foot for signage

Accepted.

12-306-49.05 Application and Required
Documents
Section D – Supplemental Info:
- Item (7ii) – If use of farmland is discouraged
and removal of trees is prohibited, then this
leaves little
opportunity for solar development in Douglas
County. We would suggest a similar arrangement
as described in\
“12-306-49.04 Section A – Farmland” for areas
where large scale removal of trees is required. A
definition of
“large scale” would also be beneficial.

- Item (11) – The soil testing criteria should be
specific to the type of contaminants that solar
arrays contain,
which would be mostly limited to the EPA TAL
list. The additional contaminants could be
introduced by factors
outside of the developer’s control (i.e. the
property owner’s using fertilizer or pesticides).
It’s possible that each
site would have different hazards and should be
evaluated on a case by case basis.
- Item (11c) – The term “broken” needs more
definition. Typically, semi-annual checks of the
arrays are
completed to search for damaged panels. A
panel with a small crack in the glass could be

‘Stands of mature trees’ is a defined term in the
regulations, so the term mature tree has been
revised to ‘stands of mature trees’ and the
environmentally sensitive lands protection
standards are referenced. No additional
protection is required.

The soil testing parameters were revised for the
occasional testing for broken panels, but were
kept for the other tests. This is intended to
monitor any changes to the agricultural nature of
the property.

Change accepted.
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considered “broken”
but would pose little to no contamination risk.
We’d suggest some language that states when
“wafers or
contacts are exposed” or similar.
- Item (11c) – Suggest swapping “replaced” with
“removed or replaced”.
- Item (13) – This bond amount seems
aggressive compared to what is standard for the
industry. From our
discussions with developers & engineering
groups, the bond amounts typically range from
$100 to $150 per kW
of installed panels.

This condition has been revised to include a
process for determining the estimated
reclamation /decommissioning cost.
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Public Comments -- Public
Section 12-306-49.04
b.Height. CSECS shall not exceed fifteen (15)
feet in height, measured when oriented at
maximum tilt; with the following exceptions:
• 1) Said height restrictions shall not apply to
appurtenant enclosed structures.

Accepted the change noted in bold.

• 2) The height limit may be exceeded when
approved by the Board of County
Commissioners due to grade change on the
property. ‘or when needed to
accommodate the shared agricultural use
of the property’--staff
I do not know if this is applicable but I was
wondering about future Agrivoltaic projects?
These would not be permitted as most are over
15’ tall? Maybe included a height limit for
panels with row/specialty crops grown directly
beneath them and have a larger set back or
other changes.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apenergy.2018.03.081
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rser.2020.110694
https://doi.org/10.3390/environments6060065
Section 12-306-49.04
g) Vegetation: No chemical methods. Is that
possible?

If we are looking at large areas, such as
1000 acres, not using chemicals would
be challenging.

Allow species sheep to graze. Would be very
beneficial.

Would be permitted.

2) “Soils shall be planted as shown on the
approved conditional use site plan. For
the remainder of the project footprint,
disturbed soils shall be planted and
maintained in perennial vegetation to
prevent erosion, manage run off and
build soil. Seeds should include a mix of
grasses and wildflowers….”

Revised to include the agriculture option.

Commenter asked what about haying, or
grazing; should that be permitted on the

16
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remainder of the site, rather than pollinator
plants?
Section 12-306-49.04(n)
Electrical interconnections.
All lines on the site are required to be
underground, with exceptions,

No change made.

How will that be farmed in the future if there
are underground easements everywhere?
Better if above ground for future land use and
ensuring future farming.
Overhead lines will disturb much less soil
Location (4) No CSECS located more than 3
miles from another existing or proposed site.
This does not permit the first site to be
constructed, or does it take into account the
length and breadth of DG CO. Initial sites may
be proposed near the KS River and SN CO line,
near Hwy 56, and near the JO CO line and K10. These would be more than 3 miles apart
and therefore denied, through they may have
ideal access to transmission lines and minimal
impact on citizens.
Another commenter asked why this was a
requirement.
Location. Question why no portion of any
CSECS shall be located within two (2) miles of
any incorporated city.

This condition was intended to require
that NO facilities be within 3 miles from
another. As this didn’t take into account
smaller facilities, this standard was
removed.

The Commercial/Utility Scale Solar
Energy Conversion System should not be
located so close to a city, or in such a
location that it would interfere with the
city’s future growth. This would be
determined on a case by case basis.

Definition of Commercial/utility scale
facility. Existing language does not permit
property owner where the solar facility us sited
to be able to receive electricity from the
project. This should be permitted.

Change not accepted. The facility
provides the electricity to an energy
provider.

Standards 12-306-49.4 i
Fencing/Screenings – No requirement to
replace dead plants/bushes/trees to maintain
the screening.

Added.

This is common. The conditional use
permit conditions can set a time for
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No recognition that the best time to plant may
no coincide with the best construction times.
Vegetation planted in late July/early August will
not do as well as that planted in Spring or Fall.
The fencing/Screening standards seem
demanding. Is this required elsewhere in the
code?

planting. The project could start anytime
within 2 years after the conditional use
permit is issued.

m. Noise—suggest you specify noise readings
at the site of the equipment, at project
boundary, or at nearest residence or road

The operator only has control over noise
created by the facility. The noise level
should be measured at the fence. Other
activities (highway, farming, etc) could
contribute to the overall noise level
throughout the area. Noise readings are
required at the source.

Item j. Battery Storage, line 2: Might need
more than 10 feet on each side of a battery
energy storage system in case of a fire.

The standards listed are minimum
standards. A fire district may require
additional non-vegetated surface around
the battery storage system with the
review of a cup. No change made.

Soil testing. Why would testing occur if a panel
is not replaced within 4 months. Should this be
30 days?

Revised to 30 days.

Large project. This is much larger than large.
Not a couple hundred acres, it’s thousands.
5,000- 8 sections completely covered. With
setbacks floodplain riparian areas, 16 sections.
Half landowners sign up- 32 sections.

No change requested.

What kind of microclimate could this create?
Studies. No moisture under panels?

We didn’t find any information about the
impact of the panels on micro-climate.
Only a small strip of land is shaded under
the panels, and rain water should be able
to reach this area.

For the leased landowners. Should be a min
percentage of gross sales landowner is entitled

The lease is between the property owner
and the utility and is not the subject of

Most large projects in the county are
quarries and these fence with 5 strand
barb-wire fencing. This is short enough
for deer to get over safely and allows
other wildlife to pass through. However,
if a chain-link fence is proposed, it should
be at least 7 feet tall to avoid having deer
attempt to jump and get hung up on the
fence. There are no other facilities as
large as this proposed in the code that
may want to use tall security fencing.
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to. 10%. Contract- Generate 8,000 year per
acre. 10% land payment, increase 2% per year.
Can that keep up with inflation? Over a 30 year
period, the wholesale rate will exceed the 2%
per year. Normal inflation for wholesale rate of
electricity, paying landowner too little as time
goes on.

the conditional use permit. The
conditional use permit is reviewing the
proposed land use.

Cattle is being ran on almost the entire 1,500
acres of leased land. The leased farmers are
devastated and the solar farms will put them
out of business. They have no voice because
they don’t own the land.

The lease is between the property owner
and the farmer and is not the subject of
the conditional use permit. The
conditional use permit is reviewing the
proposed land use.
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Revised Section 12-306-49 Changes Shown
12-306-49

COMMERCIAL/UTILITY SCALE SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEMS (CSECS)

12-306-49.01
Definitions
a.
Solar Energy Conversion System (SECS): a facility machine or device that converts sunlight into heat
(passive solar) or into electricity, whether by photovoltaics (PV), concentrating solar thermal devices
(CST), or other conversion technology, for the primary purpose of wholesale sales of generated electricity
and includes all appurtenant facilities including, but not limited to, roads, substations, operation and
maintenance buildings.
1)

Small Scale Solar Energy Conversion System: Solar energy conversion systems that are used for
personal use or are accessory to other uses. Electricity created is for consumption on-site and not for
transfer or sale to a third party (although net metering is permitted).

2)

Commercial/Utility Scale Solar Energy Conversion System (CSECS): Solar energy conversion systems,
that are commonly referred to as ‘solar farms’, that convert solar energy into electricity for the
primary purpose of storage and wholesale sales of generated electricity. This term
includes all appurtenant facilities such as roads, substations, and operation or
maintenance buildings. The system which is connected to transmission, collector, or feeder
lines, and is intended for use in a larger electrical network exclusive of individual use. Also known as
Commercial Solar Energy Conversion System.

b.

Net Metering: a system in which solar panels or other renewable energy generators are connected to a
public-utility power grid and surplus power is transferred onto the grid, allowing customers to offset the
cost of power drawn from the utility.

c.

Permeable Fencing: Fencing that allows wildlife to pass through. Examples include typical barb-wire fencing
or wire fencing with larger holes than a traditional chain link fence with wildlife corridors for larger
wildlife.

12-306-49.02
Commercial/Utility Scale Solar Energy Conversion System
a.
Purpose of Regulations. It is the purpose of this section to provide details related to any application for a
Commercial/ Utility Scale Solar Energy Conversion System Project (CSECS); create a process to permit the
development of a CSECS; and identify significant environmental, social, and economic effects related to
the CSECS project.
b.

Intent of Regulations. It is the intent of these regulations to address major issues associated with the
project; however, issues not listed that are deemed significant during the course of review will be addressed
with the review and conditions.
1)

These regulations specify the plans, information surveys, and studies that must be submitted as part
of the Conditional Use Permit (CUP) application.

2)

Appropriate locational criteria for siting a Commercial Solar Energy Conversion System are provided.
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3)

c.

Standards are provided to:
i.
minimize the impact of the system on nearby properties;
ii.

minimize the environment impact;

iii.

ensure adequate reclamation of the site; and

iv.

provide appropriate decommissioning and disposal measures.

Applicability. These standards and regulations apply to any Commercial/Utility Scale Solar Energy
Conversion System proposed in the unincorporated territory of Douglas County but do not apply to Small
Scale Solar Energy Conversion Systems. These are authorized and regulated with the most recently
adopted Construction Codes of Douglas County, Chapter 13 of the Douglas County Code.

12-306-49.03
Conditions Required for Approval
In addition to the findings of fact listed in Section 12-307-2.07, the additional following considerations shall be
evaluated with the review of any application for a Commercial/Utility Scale Solar Energy Conversion System
(CSECS):
a.

The applicant shall demonstrate their ability to strictly conform to all applicable performance standards
detailed in these Regulations as well as applicable State and Federal laws or regulations.

b.

Key issues to be considered with the review of the application include, but are not limited to:
1)

Visual impact;

2)

Impact on Wildlife Habitat/ Native Flora and Fauna/ “Heritage Habitat Areas” (A Natural Areas
Inventory of Douglas County in Northeast Kansas Prepared by the Kansas Natural Heritage Inventory,
Kansas Biological Survey);

3)

Impact on cultural, historical, or archeological features;

4)

Impact on crucial wildlife habitats, current state-listed threatened and endangered species, and
species in need of conservation as defined by Kansas Division of Wildlife, Parks, and Tourism;

5)

Impact on environmentally sensitive lands;

6)

Water quality and soil erosion;

7)

Impact on infrastructure, including roads and bridges for construction access;

8)

Aviation/Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) impacts;

9)

Cumulative Impact;

10) Company experience, reputation, and financial ability;
11) Decommissioning, removal, reclamation, and disposal;
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12) Bond agreement or other means of ensuring reclamation, disposal, and decommissioning
performance; and
13) Specific requirements for building and construction.
12-306-49.04
Standards
The following standards apply to all Commercial/Utility Scale Solar Energy Conversion Systems:
a.

b.

c.

d.

Farmland. As food sustainability and preservation of prime agricultural land are goals of the
comprehensive plan key initiatives of Douglas County and Commercial/Utility Scale Solar Energy
Conversion Systems (CSECS) are commonly leased for multiple decades, CSECS shall be are discouraged
on prime farmland. Prime farmland may be utilized if the applicant can CSECS that are permitted on
prime farmland shall provide evidence that the loss use of the land for the duration of the lease shall
be negated mitigated by a substantial benefit to the residents of Douglas County, such as:
1)

Direct reduced energy consumption costs to local residents;

2)

Donation to a Douglas County open-space program;

3)

Donation to a local start-up farm program; or

4)

Continuation, or establishment, of an agricultural use; such as utilizing livestock grazing along with
native pollinator habitat within the setbacks.

Height. CSECS shall not exceed fifteen (15) feet in height, measured when oriented at maximum tilt; with
the following exceptions:
1)

Said height restrictions shall not apply to appurtenant enclosed structures.

2)

The height limit may be exceeded when approved by the Board of County Commissioners due to
grade change on the property or when needed to accommodate the shared agricultural use
of the property.

Location. The CSECS shall be located to:
1)

Not interfere with Accommodate the future growth of incorporated cities;

2)

Make maximum use of Utilize existing terrain, vegetation, and structures to screen the project from
off-site view, to the extent possible. If this is not possible, additional screening may be required
shall be provided.

Size. No CSECS shall contain more than 1,000 acres total, unless the Board of County Commissioners
approves a modification from this standard.
1) The size of the CSECS shall be measured as the area that is covered by panels.
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e.

Glare. All solar panels must be constructed to minimize glare or reflection onto adjacent properties and
adjacent roadways and must not interfere with traffic, including air traffic, or create a safety hazard.
Examples of measures that can be utilized to limit glare include: Glare can be mitigated by, but
is are not limited to:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

f.

Textured glass,
Anti-reflective coatings,
Screening,
Distance, or
Positioning units in a manner that reduces glare.

In pasture areas, it may be necessary to construct temporary or permanent fences around work areas to
prevent livestock access, consistent with landowner agreements. Relocated to the fence/screening

(subsection i)
f.

Vegetation. The CSECS shall be designed to accommodate concurrent use of the land for livestock grazing
or similar sustainable use, or contain non-invasive, native ground cover under and between the rows of
solar panels. Ground around and under solar arrays and in project site buffer areas shall be planted and
maintained in perennial vegetated ground cover, and meet the following standards:
1)

Top soils shall not be removed during development, unless part of a an installation or
reclamation remediation effort, in which case the amount of top soil removed shall
be minimized.
i.

g.

In no case shall top soil be removed from the site. Any excess top soil shall
be stockpiled, vegetated, and use for final reclamation.

2)

Soils shall be planted The surface of the project site shall be prepared as shown on the
approved conditional use site plan. For the remainder of the project footprint, disturbed
soils shall be planted for agricultural uses or planted and maintained in perennial vegetation
to prevent erosion, manage run off and build soil. Seeds should include a mix of grasses and
wildflowers, ideally native to the region of the project site that will result in a short stature prairie
with a diversity of forbs or flowering plants that bloom throughout the growing season. Blooming
shrubs or native pollinating plants may be used in buffer areas.

3)

Plant material must not have been treated with systemic insecticides, particularly neonicotinoids.

Setbacks.
1)
All CSECS structures shall be located in compliance with the setbacks required for that
zoning district, except that no rear or side setbacks are required on abutting,
participating parcels. set back a minimum of 100 feet from the road right-of-way and 50 feet from
the interior side and rear property lines.
2)

The solar panels/array and appurtenant structures shall be located a minimum of 500 100 feet
from any existing residence (building permit plans have been submitted or the residence is on-site at
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time of conditional use permit approval), as measured from the dwelling, unless a lesser
setback is agreed to by the owner of the residence, at the time of installation.
i.

h.

Written evidence of the setback agreements, including any additional landscaping,
shall be provided to the Planning Office as part of the conditional use permit review.

3)

Battery storage shall not be located within 500 feet of an existing residence (building
permit plans have been submitted or the residence is on-site at time of conditional use
permit approval).

4)

No portion of a CSECS may encroach upon the public right-of-way with the exception of
distribution or transmission lines (overhead or underground) provided all applicable
approvals from the authority having jurisdiction over that portion of the right-of-way
have been obtained.

5)

Additional setbacks may be required to mitigate site specific issues, aesthetics, or to provide for
frontage roads, cross-access easements, commercial corridors, or other means of egress/ ingress.

Fencing/Screening.
1)
Properties containing CSECS shall be enclosed by perimeter fencing to restrict unauthorized access.
Perimeter fencing shall be a minimum of seven (7) foot tall, if chain link or other non-permeable
fencing is used. permeable fencing Wildlife friendly fencing, such as a barb-wire fence with
smooth wires for the top and bottom strings, or wire woven or permeable fencing does
not need to comply with this height requirement.
a. At the discretion of the Board of County Commissioners, critical electrical and
communications equipment, may be fenced with chain-link fence topped with barbed
wire when such measures are deemed necessary to ensure public safety and provide
additional security for the equipment.
b. Specific standards for battery energy storage system fencing provided in Section 12306-49.04(j)(1).

Wildlife friendly barb/smooth wire fence. This Wildlife friendly wire woven fence
is a permeable fence.
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2)

Wildlife corridors, Fenced breaks in the facility that provide a route for wildlife to travel through the
area, shall be provided as shown on the approved site plan. where needed to allow wildlife to
travel through the area. (Typically at ¼ mile intervals.)

3)

In pasture areas, it may be necessary to construct temporary or permanent fences around work areas
to prevent livestock access, consistent with landowner agreements. (no change, but relocated from

subsection f)
4)

A 25 foot deep buffer and screening area shall be provided, and maintained, along common
property lines between the CSECS and all adjoining non-participating residential properties. and
along all adjacent roadways. The buffer and screening area may include a combination of berms,
predominantly evergreen species at least 5 feet in height at the time of planting, or fencing to be
determined by the Board of County Commissioners based on characteristics of both the solar facility
location and the surrounding area.
i.

j.

The buffer and screening area shall be designed to buffer the view of the facility from
the residence and the residential portion of the property.

Battery energy storage system
1) Battery energy storage systems, including all mechanical equipment, shall be enclosed
by an eight (8) foot tall fence with a self-locking gate to prevent unauthorized access
unless housed in a dedicated-use building.
2) The area within ten (10) feet on each side of a battery energy storage system shall be
cleared of combustible vegetation and surfaced with gravel or other non-combustible
surfacing.
3) Signage for the battery energy storage system shall be in compliance with ANSI Z535
and shall include the following information: the type of technology associated with the
battery energy storage system; any special hazards associated; the type of suppression
system installed in the area of the battery energy storage system, and 24-hour
emergency contact information.
i.

As required by the National Electric Code (NEC), disconnect and other emergency
shutoff information shall be clearly displayed on a light reflective surface. A clearly
visible warning sign concerning voltage shall be placed at the base of all padmounted transformers and substations.

4) Battery storage shall not be located within 500 feet of an existing residence (building
permit plans have been submitted or the residence is on-site at time of conditional use
permit approval).
k.

Signage.
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l.

m.

n.

1)

Perimeter fencing shall be signed at intervals no less than every 100 feet incorporate appropriate
safety signage, at a minimum spacing of every 100 500 feet.

2)

No signs other than appropriate warning signs, or standard manufacturer's, operator's, or installer's
identification signage, shall be displayed.

Lighting.
i.

No exterior lighting fixture shall be installed that exceeds fifteen (15) feet in height unless proven
necessary by the applicant and approved by as part of the conditional use review process.

ii.

No light source shall be directed off-site. All external lighting shall be shielded and downcast such
that light does not encroach upon adjacent properties or the night sky.

iii.

Security or safety lighting relating to the CSECS and appurtenant structures shall be limited to the
minimum necessary to mitigate visual impacts.

iv.

All exterior lighting, where used, it shall be motion activated and on a timer, or switchoperated.

Noise.
The noise generated from the battery energy storage systems, components, and associated
ancillary equipment shall not exceed a noise level of 60 decibels (60 dB).
1)

Sound readings shall be taken at the source.

2)

Applicants shall submit equipment and component manufacturer noise ratings at the
time of application to demonstrate compliance with the maximum permitted noise level
of 60 decibels (60 dB).

Electrical Interconnections.
1) All electrical interconnection and distribution lines within the subject site shall be located underground,
with the following exceptions:

2)

i)

When site conditions require. A modification Exception may be granted by the Board of
County Commissioners in instances where shallow bedrock, water courses, or other protected
sensitive lands as defined in 12-314-2.02 of these regulations, or when placement underground
is not feasible.

ii)

Generation tie-lines from the project substation to a utility substation may be
aboveground.

Off-site, above ground utility or power lines may only be used for generation tie-lines from the
project substation to a utility substation and must be located in public right-of-ways,
easements, or other legally dedicated tracts of land.
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o.

Maintenance. All appurtenant structures of the CSECS shall be maintained and kept in good condition by
the owner or operator.
i.

Maintenance shall include, but not be limited to, painting, structural repairs, replacement of damaged
or worn parts or cables, and integrity of security measures.

ii.

Site access shall be maintained to a level acceptable to local emergency personnel. The owner or
operator shall be solely responsible for maintaining the subject site, all appurtenant structures of the
CSECS, the installation and maintenance of any access road(s), unless accepted as public right-ofway.

p.

Affidavit. Upon issuance of a permit for a Conditional Use by the Zoning and Codes office, Zoning and
Codes shall file an affidavit with the Register of Deeds on all the properties within the Conditional Use
Permit, which includes a copy of the Conditional Use Permit.

q.

Liability Insurance. Applicants shall provide evidence, in the form of a certificate of insurance satisfactory
to the county, showing general liability insurance coverage for the installation and operation of the system
under a standard homeowner's or standard business owner's insurance policy, separate and distinct from
any insurance requirements of a public utility.

r.

Airspace Overlay or Airstrip. If a CSECS is proposed to be placed within an Airspace Overlay (ASO) overlay
district or within 1 mile of any airstrip, the applicant shall provide acknowledgement of location approval
or acceptance from the Federal Aviation Administration with the conditional use permit.

s.

Other Standards and Codes. All CSECS shall be in compliance with most current version of any applicable
local, state, and federal regulatory standards, including but not limited to the Endangered Species Act,
Clean Water Act, the International Building Code, and the National Electric Code, as amended.

t.

Modifications. Upon a written request by the applicant, the Board of County Commissioners
may approve a modification from the standards upon a determination by the Board of County
Commissioners that said modification is consistent with the purpose and intent of these
regulations.

u.

Building Permits and Plan Review. The applicant shall contract with a County approved
special inspector and/or Plan Reviewer for plan review and all required construction
inspections, at the operator’s expense.

12-306-49.05 Application and Required Documents
The following additional notice and materials are required as part of the application submittal:
a.

Additional Public Notice. Prior to submitting an application for a Conditional Use Permit, the applicant
shall mail notice of the potential development application to property owners within a one-mile radius
of the property included in the application. (This is in addition to the Planning Office’s mailed notification
of the Planning Commission public hearing to property owners within ½ mile of the subject property).
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1)

The applicant shall submit a certificate of mailing for this notice, a sample letter, and a list of notified
property owners at the time of the application.
i.

The notice shall be sent by regular mail and shall include a brief description of the project,
proposed construction date, date the application will be submitted to the planning office, the
person with contact information (phone, email, address) designated by the applicant to respond
to questions concerning the proposed application and the following statement:

This letter is being sent to the owners of nearby property for the purpose of
informing the property owners and other interested parties about the proposed
Commercial Solar Energy Conversion System (CSECS) project described further in
this letter. This letter does not grant the recipient and/or the property owner any
additional legal rights to challenge the proposed development, instead, it is being
provided solely to advise property owner(s) of the pending development. For
further information, contact the applicant’s designated representative or the
Lawrence-Douglas County Planning Office at 785-832-7700.”
b.

Existing Conditions. A physical and digital site plan of existing conditions showing the following (digital site
plan must be formatted to toggle each layer off and on):
1)

Existing property lines and property lines extending one hundred (100) feet from the exterior
boundaries, including the names of the adjacent property owners and current use of those properties,
as determined by site inspection or from the Douglas County Appraiser’s Office Land Use
map, which is available from the Planning Office;

2)

Internal access drives along with the points of ingress and egress to the facility. Existing
public and private roads within one hundred (100) feet, showing widths of the roads and any
associated easements;

3)

Location and size of any abandoned or current wells (oil, water, geothermal, etc.);

4)

Existing buildings and any impervious surface, with dimensions;

5)

Topography at two (2) foot intervals and source of contour interval;

6)

Boundaries of the 100-year floodplain, as identified on the Federal Insurance Administration’s “Flood
Hazard Boundary Maps” of Douglas County, Kansas

7)

Existing vegetation (list type and percentage of coverage; i.e. grassland, plowed field, wooded areas,
etc.);

8)

Waterways, watercourses, lakes and public water;

9)

Mapped soils according to the Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) soil survey;

10) Surface water drainage patterns
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11) Environmentally sensitive lands as defined in section 12-314-2.02 of the Douglas County Zoning
Regulations.
c.

Proposed Conditions. A physical and digital site plan of proposed conditions showing the following:
1)

Number, location and spacing of solar panels;

2)

Location and width of access roads;

3)

Planned location of underground and overhead electric lines connecting the solar farm to any building,
substation, or other electric load;

4)

Project development timeline;

5)

New electrical equipment other than at the existing building or substation that is the connection point
for the solar farm;

6)

Stormwater management measures.

7)

Location and height of any proposed lighting.

9)

The estimated total number of panels to be installed, and

10) A description of the method of connecting the array to a building or substation.
d.

Supplemental Information. The following supplemental information/plans shall also be submitted with the
application:
1)

Information regarding public outreach, such as how the applicant informed nearby property owners
and interested stakeholders in the community, what meetings were held, and/or what information
was provided;

2)

Manufacturer’s specification and recommended installation methods for all major equipment,
including solar panels, mounting systems, and foundations for poles or racks;

3)

A preliminary equipment specification sheet that documents the proposed battery
energy storage system components, inverters, and associated electrical equipment be
installed.

4)

A grading plan which includes all proposed changes to the vegetation on the site (clearing, grading,
topographic changes, tree removal, etc).;

5)

Sketch elevation of the premises accurately depicting the proposed solar energy conversion system
and its relationship to structures on adjacent properties. lots. (see graphic below)
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6)

A stormwater management plan with supporting calculations, documenting how
increased runoff will be conveyed throughout the site. Based on recommendations from
the County Engineer, the county may require storage and controlled release at points of
discharge from the site.

7)

A copy of the interconnection agreement with the local electric utility shall be provided prior to
the release of the conditional use permit plans for building permits;

8)

An operation and maintenance plan- which includes measures for maintaining safe access to the
installation, stormwater and erosion controls, as well as general procedures for operation and
maintenance of the installation.
i.

9)

Project shall comply with State stormwater and erosion controls including but not limited to
NPDES and SWP3.

Transportation and Route Plan for Construction and Maintenance Traffic on Public Roadways.
The applicant shall develop a transportation provide a traffic and haul route plan based on the
recommendations and approval of the County Engineer. The plan shall include, but not limited to:
i.

An overview of roadways directly impacted by the project work zones; Designated local
roadways to be used for site access, with an estimate of daily vehicle counts during
construction and during normal operations. Any necessary improvements to the
roads shall be noted on the plan.

ii.

Specific traffic restrictions expected during the work (e.g., shoulder closures, lane closures, lane
shifts);

iii.

Designated haul routes for heavy loads, trucks, and equipment, with connection to
paved county routes or state highways, as determined by the County Engineer; Any
necessary improvements to the roads shall be noted on the plan.

iv.

Regional projects that may impact each other;
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i.

A road maintenance agreement, including repair of roadways during construction, and
annual dust control requirements on rock roadways; and

ii.

A project schedule;

iii.

A public information and outreach plan.

10) Landscaping Plan.
The applicant shall submit a landscape plan detailing all proposed changes to the landscape of the
site, including temporary or permanent roads or driveways, grading, and vegetation clearing.
i.

Clearing of natural vegetation shall be limited to that which is necessary for the construction,
operation, and maintenance of the CSECS.

ii.

Large-scale removal of mature trees on the site is prohibited. Removal of stands of mature
trees (as defined in the Zoning Regulations), shall comply with the environmental
protection standards of Section 12-314-2.

iii.

The project site design shall include the installation, establishment, and maintenance of ground
cover and buffering landscaping as required.

iv.

The landscaping plan shall include management methods and schedules for how the
vegetation will be managed on an annual basis, with particular attention given to
the establishment period of approximately three (3) years.

11) Emergency Services Plan.
The owner or operator shall provide a plan including, but not limited to, the project summary,
electronic schematics, site plans, emergency ingress/egress, and all means of shutting down the solar
installation.
i.
All means of shutting down the installation shall be noted in the plan and clearly marked.
ii.

Procedures for inspection and testing of associated alarms, interlocks, and controls
shall be noted on the plan.

iii.

Access shall be provided as required by the responding fire district.

iv.

Emergency contact information shall be provided to the fire district and noted on signage on
site.

v.

Fire Safety Plan which describes how the fire safety system and its associated
controls will function and be maintained in property working order shall be provided
to the applicable fire district and fire protection measures shall be implemented as required
by the fire district.
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vi.

A copy of the approved Emergency Services and Fire Safety Plan shall be provided
to the system owner, the local fire department, and Douglas County Emergency
Management.

vii.

Upon request from emergency personnel (fire districts, emergency management,
law enforcement), the operator shall provide operation and emergency shut-down
training.
(a) If specialty response equipment is needed, that shall be provided by the operator
to the requesting body at the operator’s expense.

12) Off-site Construction Improvements.
i.
A detailed list of construction improvements for new transportation infrastructure and/or
upgraded, realigned, or new roads;
i.

Changes to electrical substations (within Douglas County);

ii.

Changes to existing power transmission systems, including any upgrades to existing
transmission lines within Douglas County;

iii.

Requirements for the realignment of other utilities affected by the project.

10) Solar Glare Hazard Analysis.
The applicant shall provide a Solar Glare Hazard Analysis utilizing the latest version of the Solar Glare
Hazard Analysis Tool (SGHAT), or its equivalent, to evaluate the solar flare aviation hazard and
potential impact on neighbors.
11) Soil Sampling Plan.
The plan shall outline a procedure to characterize and document the surface soil quality on the site
before construction, during operation and upon decommissioning/reclamation of the solar panels as
necessary to return the site to agricultural use
i.

The surface soil sample locations shall be established based on the field verified Baseline Sample
Locations once the solar array is constructed. This sample location plan will be utilized for each
scheduled sampling event.

ii.

Soil samples will also be collected and tested, at the operator’s expense, in the event that
a panel is broken damaged to the point that it poses an environmental threat due to
contamination, such as the exposure of wafers or contacts, and not removed replaced
within 30 days four (4) months. In that case, a sample will be taken at the location of the
incident, and a report will be provided to the Zoning and Codes Office.

iii.

The plan will arrange for:
(a) Baseline sampling/testing (Sampling prior to construction on the site). These samples will
establish a baseline measurement for comparison and a goal for final reclamation.
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1. Items to test for include, but are not limited to, the following TAL (EPA Target Analyte
List) Metals (analytes, i.e. chemicals or compounds), Volatile Organic Compounds,
Semi-volatile Organic Compunds, Soil pH, Phosphorous Level, Nitrogen Level,
Potassium/Potash Level, Percent Organic Material
(b)

Intermittent Sampling/testing: Samples shall be taken and tested 5 years after the
commencement of the use, every 10 years through the life of the facility.

(c)

Sampling/testing shall occur in any case where a panel is broken and not replaced
within 30 days 4 months.
1. Sampling/testing in this circumstance, shall be limited to TAL (EPA Target
Analyte List) Metals, Volatile Organic Compounds, and Semi-volatile
Organic Compounds.

(d)

Post decommissioning sampling/testing. Samples shall be taken and tested following the
removal of the solar arrays, bases, foundations, and other associated equipment but
before reclamation.

(e)

Soil remediation plans shall be provided to the Zoning and Codes Office and County
Engineer for review if contamination or soil degradation has occurred. Remediation
measures approved by the County Engineer shall be implemented during reclamation.
Reclamation shall not be considered complete until the soil testing results are within an
acceptable range, as established with the soil remediation plans.

12) Abandonment, Decommissioning, and Reclamation Plan.
A decommissioning/reclamation plan shall be required to ensure that facilities are properly removed
after their useful life. Decommissioning of solar panels must occur in the event they are not in use
for six (6) twelve (12) consecutive months, unless the Board approves a request to maintain the
facility, and at the end of the life-span of the conditional use permit.
i.

The Director of Zoning and Codes shall issue a Notice of Abandonment to the owner/operator
of the facility. The owner/operator shall have the right to respond to the Notice of Abandonment
within 30 days from the Notice receipt date. The Director of Zoning and Codes may withdraw
the Notice of Abandonment and notify the owner/operator that the Notice has been withdrawn
if the owner/operator provides sufficient information to demonstrate that the facility has not
been abandoned which may include documentation or certification by the owner/operator of
the local electric utility, or that the owner/operator of the facility is actively pursuing
a plan, including specified steps and a proposed schedule acceptable to the Director
of Zoning and Codes, to bring the facility back into service.
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ii.

The decommissioning/reclamation plan shall include provisions for removal of all
structures, foundations, and underground wiring, and any and all materials foreign to the site
prior to installation.

iii.

The decommissioning/reclamation plan must ensure the site will be reclaimed restored
to a useful, nonhazardous condition without delay including: Regrading and seeding of the land
after the removal of equipment and revegetation of reclaimed restored soil areas with crops
or native seed mixes, excluding any invasive species.

iv.

The decommissioning/reclamation plan must include a description of how any
changes to the surrounding areas and other systems adjacent to the battery energy
storage system, such as, but not limited to, structural elements, means of egress,
and required fire detection suppression systems, will be protected during
decommissioning and confirmed as being acceptable after the system is removed.

v.

The decommissioning/reclamation plan must provide that soil shall be tested following
removal of equipment and compared with preliminary soil testing to evaluate any soil
contamination and develop remediation program.

vi.

Concrete and other materials used in the construction of the site must be removed. If discarded
in Douglas County it must be discarded into an approved landfill per Section 12-306-24.
Disposal of all solid and hazardous waste must be in accordance with local, state,
and federal waste disposal regulations.

vii.

For any part of the project on leased property, the decommissioning/reclamation plan may
incorporate agreements with the landowner regarding leaving access roads, fences, gates or
repurposed buildings in place or regarding restoration of agricultural crops or forest resource
land. Any use of remaining structures must be in conformance with the regulations in effect at
that time.

viii.

Following a continuous one-year period in which no electricity is generated, or if substantial
action on the project is discontinued for a period of one year, the permit holder will have one
year to complete decommissioning of the utility scale solar installation. Decommissioning shall
be completed in accordance with the approved decommissioning plan. The land owner or tenant
must notify the county when the project is discontinued.

ix.

The decommissioning/reclamation plan shall include estimated decommissioning costs in
current dollars and the method for ensuring that will be available for decommissioning and
reclamation restoration. The applicant shall provide the basis for estimates of net costs for
decommissioning the site (decommissioning costs less salvage value). The cost basis shall
include a mechanism for calculating adjusted costs over the life of the project.

13) Bond.
The applicant shall post a bond with the Douglas County Clerk, establish an escrow account,
or provide such other financial security deemed acceptable by the County, in an amount
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equal to the estimated decommissioning costs, to ensure proper decommission and
reclamation restoration of the site.
i.

The County shall contract with an independent third party for estimated
decommissioning and reclamation costs, at the applicant’s expense.

ii. The bond shall be posted prior to the commencement of the use.
ii.

Any bond or escrow account shall be calculated at a rate of $40,000 per acre of disturbed soil
or the amount provided in their cost estimate, whichever is greater.
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-

-

-

-

C*

C*

C*

-

C*

P

P

P

-

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

C*

C*

C*

-

C*

C*

C*

C*

C*

C*

C*

C*

C*

C*

-

C*

C*

C*

C*

C*

C*

C*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

C

C

C

P

-

-

-

C

P

C*

-

P*

P*

-

-

-

C*

P*

-

-

P*

P*

-

-

-

-

-

Temporary Housing During
P*
P*
Construction
Lodging (transient accommodations)
Vacation Rentals
C
C
Bed & Breakfast
C*
C*
Campgrounds, Developed
and Primitive

USE
STDS

-

C*

-
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GI

-

LI

C*

GB

C*

RT

BSC

Temporary Business Use

V

Temporary
Special Event

LB

Utilities
Major Utilities
Minor Utilities
Solar Energy Conversion
System (Small Scale)
Solar Energy Conversion
System
(Commercial/Utility Scale)
Wind Turbine/Residential or
Accessory
Wind Energy Conversion
System/ Commercial
Communications
Amateur and Receive Only
Antennas
Radio, Television, and
Microwave Towers
Wireless Facilities

LS

Wholesale Storage &
Distribution/ Warehousing
Research Facility, Ag
Related
Medical
Medical or Dental Clinics or
Offices
Extended Care Facility

CP

Salvage Yards

AG-2

A = Accessory use
P = Permitted use
C = Requires
Conditional Use
Permit
PG-Parking Group
*=Specific Use
Standards
Mining, Excavation and/or
Extraction of Natural
Resources

AG-1

Attachment C Pg 38

306-27
PG 4
306-37
PG 14
306-43
PG 4
PG 4
PG 7

306-49
PG 4

Page 42

306-44
PG 14

306-31
PG 14
306-45
PG 14
306-40
PG X
306-41
PG X
306-2
PG X
PG 1
306-9
PG15
306-10

CP

LS

LB

GB

LI

GI

V

BSC

A*

-

P*

-

-

-

-

P*

306-10

-

P
P
P
Recreation and Entertainment

-

-

C

P

PG 15

C

C

-

-

P

P

P

-

-

C

P

306-15
PG 13

-

C

-

-

-

A

P

P

C

C

P

PG 13

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P*

P*

C*

P*

-

C*

C*

P
P
Recycling
-

P

P

P

P

P

-

P

P

-

-

-

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*

P*/A
*
-

RT

AG-2
A*

AG-1

A = Accessory use
P = Permitted use
C = Requires
Conditional Use
Permit
PG-Parking Group
*=Specific Use
Standards
Camping, Personal and
Special Event
Motel/Hotel

USE
STDS

Attachment C Pg 39

P*

Event Center/ Public
Assembly
Indoor Sports or Recreation
Facility
Nature Preserve
Outdoor Sports or
Recreation Facility
Public Parks/ Playgrounds

-

C*

-

-

P/C

P/C

P/C

-

Commercial Compost

C

C

-

Recycling Collection Center

C*

C*

C*

Recycling Processing

-

-

-

Transportation

-

P

P

-

-

Private Airstrip/ Heliport
(Public or Private)

C*

C*

-

-

-

C*

C*

-

-

P*

-

-
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306-30
PG X
PG X
PG 14
306-32
PG 9
PG 4
306-6
306-20
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674ÿ 9/:/#3;ÿ<#$1$=/+ÿ>/?-@#/./(0=ÿ3#/ÿ"A,/==@:/ÿ3(+ÿ'((/,/==3#2ÿ
BCÿDEFEGEHIÿGJKÿLMNKBIKÿOEPQHRKNPGBHRPÿGJKÿSGBGKÿTUÿGJKÿSTVBNÿOBNWKGXVBMKYÿZPÿ
[HHKMKPPBN\YÿBHRÿZHJE]EGPÿGJKÿ^KPGÿBHRÿ_EIJKPGÿ[PKÿTUÿGJKÿ̀NTXKNG\ÿ
LPÿREPMQPPKRÿB]TaKYÿSKMGETHÿbcdefgdhiCfhjRkÿTUÿGJKÿ`NTXTPKRÿLFKHRFKHGPÿBN]EGNBNEV\ÿ
VEFEGPÿQGEVEG\dPMBVKÿPTVBNÿUBMEVEGEKPÿGTÿHTÿFTNKÿGJBHÿbYfffÿBMNKPCÿÿlJEPÿBN]EGNBN\ÿVEFEGBGETHÿUBEVPÿGTÿ
BXXNKMEBGKÿGJKÿMTHPKNaBGETHÿBHRÿMVEFBGKÿMJBHIKÿFEGEIBGETHÿBPXKMGPÿTUÿBÿPTVBNÿXNTmKMGÿBHRÿPKHRPÿBÿ
nopqrstoÿvspnqwÿxowqroyÿrzÿr{oÿ|z}nr~vÿqxosqrsznÿzÿxonoB]VKÿKHKNI\CÿEGJÿGJKÿBaKNBIKÿXNTmKMGPÿ
]KEHIÿPGQREKRÿUTNÿEHMVQPETHÿEHÿGJKÿSTQGJ KPGÿ̀T KNÿ̀TTVÿNKIQVBNV\ÿKMKKREHIÿbYffÿBMNKPYÿPQMJÿBÿ
VEFEGBGETHÿTQVRÿ]KÿTQGÿTUÿPGKXÿEGJÿGJKÿMQNNKHGÿBHRÿUQGQNKÿHKKRPÿTUÿGJKÿPTVBNÿEHRQPGN\ÿBHRÿTQVRÿ
PKaKNKV\ÿJEHRKNÿBÿRKaKVzoxvÿqswsr~ÿrzÿv}ovv}ww~ÿvsroÿqnÿoznzsqww~ÿtsqwoÿxzorÿsnÿz}pwqvÿ
TQHG\Cÿÿ^KMBQPKÿTUÿGJKÿQHEQKÿBGGNE]QGKPÿTUÿTQIVBPÿTQHG\YÿGJKÿXNTXTPKRÿ̀NTmKMGÿPEGKÿEPÿQHEQKV\ÿ
PQEGKRÿUTNÿGJEPÿ̀NTmKMGÿGTÿ]KÿMTHPGNQMGKRÿEGJÿFEHEFBVÿEFXBMGÿGTÿGJKÿPQNNTQHREHIÿBNKBCÿÿlJKNKÿBNKÿ
aKN\ÿUK ÿPEGKPÿEHÿGJKÿTQHG\ÿGJBGÿXTPPKPPÿKHTQIJÿBNKBÿGTÿPEGKÿBÿXNTmKMGÿEGJÿGJKÿHKMKPPBN\ÿXNTEFEG\ÿ
GTÿGNBHPFEPPETHYÿBVVÿEGJTQGÿKHMNTBMJEHIÿQXTHÿHKEIJ]TNEHIÿMTFFQHEGEKPCÿÿlJKNKÿEPÿHTÿNKBPTHB]VKÿ
KaERKHGEBN\ÿ]BPEPÿUTNÿPQMJÿBÿPKaKNKÿNKPGNEMGETHÿTHÿGJKÿPXKMEUEMÿXNTXTPKRÿ̀NTmKMGÿPEGKÿEHÿGJEPÿMBPKYÿBHRÿ
EFXVKFKHGEHIÿPQMJÿBÿNKPGNEMGETHÿ TQVRÿHKKRVKPPV\ÿNKPGNEMGÿGJKÿ]KPGÿBHRÿFTPGÿKUUEMEKHGÿQPKÿTUÿGJKÿ
XNTXKNG\ÿHT ÿBHRÿEHÿGJKÿUQGQNKCÿ
ÿ
]CÿlJKÿ̀NTXTPKRÿSMNKKHEHIÿBHRÿ^QUUKNPÿTQVRÿ_EHRKNÿKaKVTXFKHGYÿBNKÿ[HHKMKPPBN\ÿ
BHRÿSEIHBVÿBHÿLHGEdKHK B]VKÿHKNI\ÿLGGEGQRKÿÿ
SKMGETHÿbcdefgdhiCfhjEkjekÿTUÿGJKÿ`NTXTPKRÿLFKHRFKHGPÿNKQENKPÿBHÿEHMNKRE]VKÿcdUTTGd
RKKXÿ]QUUKNÿTUÿHTHdHBGEaKÿXEHKÿGNKKPÿBVTHIÿBVVÿMTFFTHÿXNTXKNG\ÿVEHKPÿBHRÿBVTHIÿBVVÿBRmBMKHGÿ
NTBR B\CÿÿlJEPÿVKaKVÿTUÿPMNKKHEHIÿ]TGJÿPEIHEUEMBHGV\ÿNKRQMKPÿGJKÿBFTQHGÿTUÿ]QEVRB]VKÿXNTXKNG\YÿBHRÿ
aKN\ÿTUGKHÿXNTaERKPÿVEGGVKÿGTÿHTÿBRREGETHBVÿaBVQKÿGTÿGJKÿPQNNTQHREHIÿXQ]VEMCÿÿaKHÿFTNKÿ
UQHRBFKHGBVV\YÿNKPGNEMGEaKÿPMNKKHEHIÿNKQENKFKHGPÿPKHRÿBÿFKPPBIKÿGJBGÿTQIVBPÿTQHG\ÿaEK Pÿ
MTFFKNMEBVÿPMBVKÿPTVBNÿXNTmKMGPÿBPÿBÿaEPQBVÿ]VEIJGÿGTÿ]KÿFEGEIBGKRYÿNBGJKNÿGJBHÿBHÿBMGEaKÿFKBPQNKÿGTÿ
qytqnoÿr{oÿ|z}nr~vÿv}vrqsnqswsr~ÿpzqwvÿr{qrÿv{z}wyÿoÿowoxqroyÿÿ
ÿ
ÿ NTFÿBÿXNBMGEMBVÿPGBHRXTEHGYÿGJEPÿG\XKÿTUÿPMNKKHEHIÿNKQENKFKHGÿEPÿQHHKMKPPBN\YÿBPÿGJKNKÿBNKÿ
TUGKHÿHQFKNTQPÿKEPGEHIÿFBHdFBRKÿBHRÿHBGQNBVÿPMNKKHPÿGJBGÿXNTaERKÿFTNKÿGJBHÿBRKQBGKÿMTaKNBIKÿ
UTNÿPEIHEUEMBHGÿXTNGETHPÿTUÿGJKÿ`NTmKMGÿBNKBCÿÿLPÿBHÿEVVQPGNBGEaKÿKBFXVKYÿGJKÿUTVVT EHIÿRKXEMGETHÿ
PJT PÿBÿXBNMKVÿEGJÿXBNGEMEXBHGPÿGTÿGJKÿKPGYÿUEKVRPÿGTÿGJKÿHTNGJÿBHRÿPTQGJYÿBHRÿBÿHTHdXBNGEMEXBHGÿGTÿ
GJKÿKBPGÿÿ
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{ÿcTTUWÿuÿ|XY[VXW\ÿ]^_Vÿ̀VWjadlÿUXYZÿ_Y_R[aXW^d^[aW^_eÿ[XY[VXW\ÿk^WiÿaÿbkV]]^_eÿ
{ÿ}TUWÿuÿ|XY[VXW\ÿ]^_Vÿ̀VWjadlÿUXYZÿ_Y_R[aXW^d^[aW^_eÿ[XY[VXW\ÿk^WiYfWÿaÿbkV]]^_eÿ
{ÿ}TUWÿuÿ|fj]^dÿYXÿ|X^maWVÿ~Yabka\ÿ
{ÿyYÿ̀VWjadlÿuÿ|aXW^d^[aW^_eÿ|XY[VXW\ÿk^WiÿaÿbkV]]^_eÿÿ
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From: Alan Anglyn <ahanglyn@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2021 9:01 AM
To: PlanningEmail <PlanningEmail@lawrenceks.org>
Subject: Comments for the August 23rd Planning Commission meeting and Utility Scale Solar

External Email.

Be careful with links and attachments.
- City of Lawrence IT Helpdesk

Ladies and Gentlemen of the Planning Commission,

You are about to make one of the most impactful decisions you’ll ever make as a county commissioner, a
decision that will affect Douglas County citizens for many decades. Humankind faces challenges on multiple
fronts. The decisions you make impact several of these - climate change, population growth, and food supplies.

We’ve seen the impacts of climate change – warmer temperatures around the globe, extended drought and fires
in the western US. Many scientists now predict that the pace of global warming is accelerating and forecasting
water shortages will not only continue but become more severe. A call to action to drastically reduce fossil fuels
has wide acceptance, so much so that many are willing to convert prime farmland to solar energy production.
This has resulted in a boom in demand for solar energy.

But let’s not look at energy production in isolation. After all, we don’t live with the simplicity of a single
problem. We live in a mosaic with the complexities of nature and humankind. Our nation’s population in 2021
is roughly 333 million people. According to the US Census Bureau over the next 20 years the population will
grow by 40 million people. Over 40 years, the growth is projected to be more than 70 million. Globally, the
United Nations predicts the world population is to grow by 1.4 billion in the next 20 years and 2.2 billion over
the next 40 years with a total global population in excess of 10.2 billion. This growing population of people
will need both energy and food.

Climate change alone will reduce available farmland through drought and shrinking aquifers that farmers use
for irrigation. As we’ve seen with the recent water cuts in the Colorado River, Arizona farmers will see a 65%
cut in water next year. Fields will turn dry and the desert will grow. Closer to home, 30% of the Ogalalla
Aquifer has been pumped out and depletion rates have accelerated in the last 20 years. This depletion of the
aquifer is now impacting farmers in the western part of our state.

A growing population will require more food while at the same time result in loss of farmland as land is
repurposed to residential, industrial and commercial services. The result will be more food needed from a
constantly shrinking source of prime farmland.

The energy industry would have you believe they can return heavily manipulated sites to their original state and
soil quality. Savion’s submission to this commission states “Solar development requires grading activities that
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will move soil around the site…” These energy companies want you to believe they can intensely develop a
tract of land scraping the topsoil, digging trenches, compacting the soil with heavy equipment, erecting
structures, treat the soil with herbicides for decades, then return with heavy equipment during renovation
ripping up the earth, re-compacting the earth and the site will once again be as productive for agriculture as it
was originally. They don’t mention that during the 12-18 month construction period and another extensive
period for revegetation, there will be significant loss of soil due to wind erosion when it’s dry, and there will be
soil runoff when it’s wet. Topsoil will be lost without the energy companies or their contractors ever taking soil
off-site.

For farmland, prime topsoil is as precious as gold. Once topsoil is lost, it’s lost for generations. The USDA
estimates it takes 100 years to form just one inch of topsoil.
(Soil Formation | NRCS Washington (usda.gov)). The energy companies will be moving a lot more than the top
one inch of soil. The reasonable conclusion is that sites proposed for solar farms will never be as productive for
agriculture as they are now.

If one steps back and looks at this mosaic of nature and humankind, prime farmland should be preserved and
treasured. Future generations’ lives will depend on it. Lands drying out due to climate change and the resulting
water shortages are prime areas for solar energy. The residents in those areas will need alternatives for
economic opportunity to maintain their livelihoods when farming is no longer sustainable.

The current economics for solar energy will change over time. We’re currently in a boom cycle. As more
capacity comes online and as the technology for converting solar rays to energy improves, the wholesale prices
of electricity will drop. The economics of solar farms will change. Here in Kansas, one only needs to look at the
oil industry to predict the outcome. When oil prices drop, oil fields come offline. Some oil companies go
bankrupt and the landowners and the taxpayers pick up the bill for the cleanup.

In closing, the Midwest is known as America’s breadbasket. This is part of our heritage. Converting prime
farmland to solar energy facilities for decades to come will decrease our ability to produce crops needed for our
nation’s growing population. On the other hand, in more arid areas of our nation, land for the production of
solar energy is abundant. By preserving prime farmland and locating solar energy facilities to more arid areas,
we’ll be best positioned to meet clean energy goals and provide food for our growing population.

Regards,
Alan Anglyn
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TO: Members of Douglas County Kansas Planning Commission
FROM: Teresa (Terri) Wilke on behalf of Lawrence Ecological Teams United for
Sustainability (LETUS)
RE: Public Comment on proposed text amendment for CSESC
DATE: August 22, 2021
Members of the Commission:
LETUS is in favor of electricity generated by collection from the sun. That said,
our group recommends that regulations must be equitable to all land owners.
Certainly, solar collection is a novel industry. We recommend that the Planning
Commission be careful not to favor economical development above the
protection and preservation of capability I and II soils and endanger flora/fauna.
Certainly, an environmental impact statement if appropriate and great deference
should be shown to those recommendations. We would like to see rooftop
acreage incorporated into the proposed solar collection site. Solar developers
can see Kansas has flat open areas, transmission capabilities, and central
geographic location. We must do our best to work with (not against) solar
developers to incorporate environmentally-friendly practices and appropriate
sites for their projects. We do not favor any development that would
permanently scar the land. We ought to make sure this project does not
permanently scar the land. We would like to conserve and protect pollinatorfriendly habitat, establish a conservation easement or suitable offset, allow
grazing by animals, and other eco-friendly land management practices.
Thank you for your kind consideration in this matter.
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Douglas County should facilitate utility-scale solar conversion systems for the
multifaceted benefits they bring to the local and global communities
A report to the Douglas County Planning Commission on the draft solar code
Dr. Daniel C. Reuman, Professor, Senior Scientist, Complex Systems Scholar
2021 August 23
1) Summary
• Douglas County (DC) planning documents identify the preservation of agriculture in DC and the
preservation of the rural character of unincorporated DC as important goals
• Climate change is the largest threat to agriculture in DC and to the rural character of
unincorporated DC
• Large-scale rapid action is urgently needed to mitigate climate change
• DC governments have also already identified leadership in climate change mitigation as a
priority, although DC is not currently a leader in renewable energy among Kansas counties
• Therefore, policies which slow or reduce the scale of solar projects as an attempt to preserve
the rural character or agriculture of DC, such as acreage caps or large setbacks, are
counterproductive and misguided, and run counter to stated DC goals
• Utility-scale solar projects, by mitigating climate change and in other ways, already strongly
support the goals of preserving agriculture and rural character
• The DC Planning Commission should therefore scrap their proposed 1000-acre size cap, and
reduce proposed setbacks, in favor of encouraging solar projects and supporting the possibility
of beneficial co-uses
• The DC Planning Commission should recognize that solar panels strongly support DC agriculture
and the rural character of DC by mitigating climate change and in other ways, and should
facilitate such projects rather than limiting their scope
2) Introduction
On June 21, 2021, the Douglas County (DC) Planning Commission staff released a draft “Text
Amendment for Zoning Regulations to Add Commercial/Utility Scale Solar Energy Conversion Systems
(CSECS) Standards,” 12-306-49 (the “Proposed Amendments”). If adopted in its original form, this draft
solar code would unnecessarily and counterproductively constrain the development of crucial
renewable energy projects, including the West Gardner Solar Project planned by NextEra Energy. This
report supports NextEra Energy’s requests for amendments to the draft code, for the good of DC. In the
expert opinion of the author, Dr. Daniel Reuman, it is strongly in the best interests of DC residents
that several provisions of the draft be revised, specifically regarding acreage caps and setbacks.
Dr. Reuman is a Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Kansas, and a
Senior Scientist at the Kansas Biological Survey.1 Dr. Reuman is a world expert on the effects of climate
change on the dynamics of plant and animal populations and ecosystems. He is also a frequent lecturer
to lay audiences around Douglas County on subjects related to climate change. Dr. Reuman is a James S

1

This document is based on the expertise and opinions of the author and should not be construed as an
official position of the University of Kansas. The report accurately reflects the scientifically informed
opinions of the author and was written entirely by the author. The report was an output of a paid shortterm consulting engagement of Dr. Reuman by Polsinelli PC, the local council of NextEra Energy.
1
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McDonnell Foundation Complex Systems Scholar, and has published about 70 papers in peer-reviewed
scientific journals, many having to do with the impacts of climate change.
3) Policies which slow or reduce solar projects run counter to stated DC interests
Douglas County (DC) planning documents identify the preservation of agriculture in DC and the
preservation of the rural character of unincorporated DC as important goals. Retaining the rural
character of unincorporated DC is identified as an important goal in the DC Comprehensive Plan 2040
(Plan2040 2019), with sub-goals including identifying and conserving sensitive lands, and maintaining
working lands and high quality soils for future generations. These goals appear to be a motivation for
regulations in the Proposed Amendments such as a 1000-acre cap and large setbacks. The goals are
laudable and important for DC. However, as will be argued below, some of the proposed regulations in
the Proposed Amendments are counterproductive to these goals.
Climate change is the largest threat to agriculture in Douglas County (DC), and to the rural character
of unincorporated DC. Climate change will be profoundly detrimental to DC landscapes and farms in
multifarious ways. Mitigating climate change should be seen as strongly consistent with preserving
these lands. Multiple forecasted climatic changes are likely to affect agriculture. For instance: “Changing
climate is likely to increase the demand for water but make it less available. Soils have become drier
over the last several decades, and they are likely to continue to become drier as warmer temperatures
increase evaporation and water use by plants. Average rainfall during the summer is likely to decrease.
Seventy years from now, the longest period without rain each year is likely to be three or four days
longer than today” (EPA 2016). As another example, a recent high-profile study by Kansas State
University researchers (Perry et al. 2020) found that crop yield risks clearly and substantially increase
with warmer temperatures, reducing the economic viability of farming in the region; crop losses were
identified as being primarily due to increasing variability of precipitation, as well as heat stress, factors
which are well known to be related to climate change (Figure 1). Much research demonstrates the
sensitivity of crop yields to climate change (e.g., Schlenker & Roberts 2009; Lobell et al. 2013; Zhao et al.
2017), and this new research (Perry et al. 2020) additionally identified climate change influences on
short-term shocks to the agricultural sector which can lead to high costs of crop insurance and to farmer
bankruptcies (Perry et al. 2020). If one’s goal is to preserve DC agriculture and rural character, interests
such as protecting viewsheds should perhaps be seen as secondary to an overriding interest in protecting
crop yields and the economic viability of farms.
Large-scale rapid action is urgently needed to mitigate climate change. Scientists have made it very
clear that rapid, large-scale action is essential to avoid the most severe effects of climate change. We
have known about the threat of climate change since the work of Svante Arrhenius in the late 1800s. But
decades of very little societal action puts us now in a position where large-scale rapid changes are
essential to avoid warming beyond the 1.5℃ threshold for avoiding the worst consequences of climate
change: “Global warming of 1.5 and 2℃ will be exceeded during the 21st century unless deep reductions
in carbon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gas emissions occur” (IPCC 2021). "In the best-case
scenario, the world rapidly phases out fossil fuels, embraces renewable energy on a massive scale and
overhauls how humans work, eat and travel" (Dennis & Kaplan 2021). This best-case scenario (called
SSP1-1.9 by the IPCC; see Figure 2) requires half elimination of CO2 emissions over about the next ten
years, and net-zero emissions by 2050 (IPCC 2021). "Mercifully, … the world for now seems to be
trending away from the most ruinous potential path, as coal-fired power fades, renewable energy
increasingly takes root and investors and voters alike demand climate-conscious policies" (Dennis &
Kaplan 2021). But these positive developments are, so far, small compared to the scale of the problem,
2
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and must be only the tip of
the iceberg. Humans
currently release about 3540 Bn tons of CO2 into the
atmosphere every year, an
amount roughly equal to 80
times the combined body
mass of all humans. We
must keep total future
emissions below about 500
Bn tons to avoid the worst
effects of climate change
(IPCC 2021), an amount we
will reach, at current
emission rates, in only 12.5
years. Renewable energy
adoption has to speed up
dramatically, strongly
encouraged by policy (IRENA
2017). The problem is
urgent, and requires
immediate action at
individual, local, state, and
federal levels. Whereas
distributed and community
solar options, for which
some activists strongly
advocate, certainly help,
these options alone are very
Figure 1. This figure was taken without change from Perry et al.
far from a complete solution
(2020). Pie charts show indemnity payment proportions by cause of
because the levelized costs
the loss, from 1989 to 2014. The largest portions of loss for both
of distributed renewables
crops were due to extreme variability in precipitation (both droughts
are 3.5 to 7 times higher
and excess precipitation events), a factor that is well known to be
than utility-scale solar
exacerbated by climate change.
(Cleary & Palmer 2020). So
the economics of any
distributed-only renewables plan could never be favorable enough for sufficiently rapid scaling. Because
of the urgency of the climate crisis, any policy that slows or reduces the scale of renewable energy
development, for anything less than truly extraordinary reasons, should probably be construed as
exacerbating the global climate crisis, part of the problem rather than part of the solution.
DC governments have also already identified leadership in climate change mitigation as a priority,
though DC is not currently a leader in renewable energy among Kansas counties. DC’s stated priorities
(Dever et al. 2009; Plan2040 2019) include desires to attract environmentally sustainable companies, to
reduce Lawrence’s greenhouse gas emissions, and to be a leader in climate change mitigation. The
Climate Protection Plan identifies the objectives of attracting climate-friendly businesses and being a
leader in climate risk mitigation (Dever et al. 2009, p. 4), and the DC Comprehensive Plan 2040
(Plan2040 2019) repeatedly references and reinforces the Climate Protection Plan. However, the current
3
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Figure 2. This figure was taken without change from IPCC (2021). The scenarios considered (top
panels) range from the most (SSP1-1.9) to the least (SSP5-8.5) optimistic. Only SSP1-1.9 results in
warming less than 1.5 degrees C with reasonable confidence.
level of utility-scale renewable energy in DC is not close to a leadership level. Of the 35 Kansas counties
that have utility-scale renewable energy projects at all, DC ranks 31st in the amount of renewable energy
generated (Table 1). The only utility-scale renewable energy project in DC is the Bowerstock
Hydroelectric Dam, which generates up to only 7.1 MW; compare this to leading Kansas counties, many
4
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with renewable energy capacity in excess of 400 MW (Table
1). Whereas DC is, of course, a little ahead of the 70 Kansas
counties with no renewables at all, 31st in the state with a
mere 7.1 MW capacity can hardly be called a leadership
position. By facilitating solar farms such as the West Gardner
Solar Project, DC has the opportunity to become a leading
county in Kansas solar, making good on its official stated
goals, and likely also reaping additional rewards by attracting
climate friendly businesses. The goal megawattage of the
West Gardner Solar Project is 320 MW, a wattage that would
move DC substantially up the leader board of Kansas counties
for renewable energy (Table 1).
Policies which slow or reduce the scale of solar projects as
an attempt to preserve the rural character or agriculture of
DC, such as acreage caps or excessive setbacks, are
counterproductive and misguided, and run counter to
stated DC goals. I believe, in agreement with an argument
made elsewhere (NEE 2021), that solar panels will anyway
not be widely construed as a blight to viewsheds in a
progressive county such as DC. But even for the minority who
may so construe them, I argue that, logically, the largest
threat to DC agriculture and rural character, namely, climate
change, should not be exacerbated in service to secondary
goals. The current proposed acreage caps and setbacks in the
Proposed Amendments will slow the development of solar in
DC, and hence are misguided, actually hampering rather than
serving rural interests in DC.
4) Solar arrays also benefit agriculture and rural character in
other ways
Utility-scale solar projects, by mitigating climate change and
in other ways, already strongly support the goals of
preserving agriculture and rural character. Utility-scale
renewables are one of the most effective ways to mitigate
climate change, and this is their main benefit. But, as argued
in more detail elsewhere (NEE 2021), the proposed project
will also tangibly benefit DC agriculture by protecting and
enhancing soils for use by future generations. The proposed
project site will be removed from active agriculture only for
the life of the project. In the meantime, the land is protected
from permanent development and soil health is enhanced.
Carbon sequestration of the soil is also enhanced. Another
major threat, in addition to climate change, to agricultural
lands such as the proposed site is encroachment of
development from metropolitan areas. Solar arrays will
protect the proposed site from this possibility during the life
5
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Table 1. Kansas counties with their
current renewable energy capacity.
Counties with no utility-scale
capacity are not listed. Data from
Appendix C1 of KCC (2021). DC
highlighted in red.
County
MW
Ford
529.5
Gray
507
Thomas
473
Harper, Kingman,
470.4
Barber and Sumner
Pratt
452
Ellsworth and Lincoln
450.3
Cloud
402
Clark
400
Kingman
328
Neosho
301
Dickenson and Marion
300
Grant and Haskell
250
Reno
221.2
Ellis
204
Allen
200
Elk
200
Lyon Osage
200
Ness
200
Coffey
199.5
Clark and Ford
178
Ford and Hodgeman
168
Butler
151
Sumner
150
Marshall
146
Kiowa
117.5
Barber
100
Wichita
99
Rush
48.3
Stanton
20
Douglas
7.1
Shawnee
5.6
Anderson
2
Crawford
1.6
Wyandotte
1

of the project, making it possible to return the land to agriculture after the project. In contrast, industrial
or residential development of the site would probably represent permanent loss of the site to
agricultural purposes.
5) Conclusion
The DC Planning Commission should scrap their proposed 1000-acre size cap and reduce proposed
setbacks, in favor of encouraging solar projects and the possibility of beneficial co-uses. A 1000-acre
size cap and excessive setbacks are counterproductive to the agricultural and rural interests of
unincorporated DC. A large solar installation mitigates climate change, preserves soil, and may
additionally benefit rural areas though co-use measures such as native vegetation restoration. The
commission should recognize these realities and facilitate rather than constraining solar projects in DC.
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Agenda Item Report
Planning Commission – 23 August 2021
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Agency
Sustainability Action Network

| Consultant Contact
|
Michael Almon, Committee Chair
|
____________________________________________|______________________________________________________________
Recommendations
Text Amendment TA-21-00173
It is recommended that large scale Commercial Solar Energy Conversion Systems (CSECS) be
prohibited from locating on Capability I & II Prime soils, be limited to 500 acres total land area per
project, and have incentives and provisions for co-location of solar with agricultural use (referred to
as agrivoltaics),
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Executive Summary
Solar photovoltaic electricity generation is a critical component of a sustainable ecological and
energetic society that refrains from heating the climate. By the same token, regenerative nonchemical agriculture with minimum reliance on irrigation will be a critical adaptive strategy as
climate caused drought depletes our aquifers. Large utility-scale photovoltaics, by definition, cover
large swaths of landscape, which, if not judiciously scaled and designed, will remove farmland from
production. However, non-chemical, non-irrigated agriculture shows generally lower yields per
acre. It is therefore imperative when permitting utility-scale photovoltaics, that such installations
not significantly diminish food productivity that will already be constrained by climate heating.
A principle of physics says that two things cannot be in the same place at the same time. Still,
there are solar array design protocols that can accommodate arrays located on active productive
farmland. This is referred to as co-location, dual-use, or agrivoltaics. Rather than the typical
maximum coverage of a site by solar arrays, called site packing, the arrays are spaced at lower
densities, and raised in height off the ground, to allow greater sunlight penetration to the crops
that will grow under the arrays. Furthermore, food productivity can be safeguarded by prioritizing
utility-scale solar on set-aside acreage in the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP), and by
prohibiting utility-scale solar on the best, and in limited supply, Category I & II prime soils. Society
can make more electricity, but we cannot make more farmland.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Text Amendment TA-21-00173, proposed design standards
As a point of departure, the following CSECS design standards have been developed from the draft
design standards of 21 June 2021, written by staff of Planning & Development Services. This
document is in the form of “mark up”, showing additions to the 21 June draft in green, and
deletions from the 21 June draft in red. Certain sections that have not been modified do not
appear, for sake of brevity.
Section 12-306-49.01 Definitions
a. 1) Small Scale Solar Energy Conversion System: Solar energy conversion systems that are used
for personal use or are accessory to other uses. Electricity created is for consumption on-site
and not for transfer or sale to a third party (although Net Metering is permitted). Electricity
generated is for consumption on-site, for on-site storage, for feeding into the electricity
transmission grid, or shared among the members of a micro-grid of homeowners or a
municipality, or a school district, or a township, or similar.
Section 12-306-49.02 Commercial/Utility Scale Solar Energy Conversion System
b. 3) Standards are provided to:
i.
Minimize the impact of the system on nearby properties;
ii.
Minimize the environment impact;
iii.
Ensure adequate reclamation of the site;
iv.
Provide appropriate decommissioning and disposal measures; and
v.
Minimize the impact on food production and farmland.
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Section 12-306-49.03 Conditions Required for Approval
a.
The applicant shall demonstrate their ability to strictly conform to all applicable performance
standards detailed in these Regulations as well as applicable State and Federal laws or
regulations.
b.
Key issues to be considered with the review of the application include, but are not limited to:
1)
Impact on food production and farmland; (NOTE: place these two additions at top of list)
2)
Impact on Capability I & II prime soils;
3)
Visual impact: . . . etc.
Section 12-306-49.04 Standards
a.
Prime Farmland. As food sustainability and preservation of prime agricultural land are key
initiatives of Douglas County, and Commercial/Utility Scale Solar Energy Conversion Systems
(CSECS) are commonly leased for multiple decades, CSECS shall be disallowed discouraged
on prime farmland. Prime farmland may be utilized if the applicant can provide evidence that
the loss of the land for the duration of the lease shall be negated by a substantial benefit to the
residents of Douglas County, such as:
1)
Direct reduced energy consumption costs to local residents;
2)
Donation to a Douglas County open-space program;
3)
Donation to a local start-up farm program; or
4)
Continuation of an agricultural use; such as utilizing livestock grazing along with native
pollinator habitat within the setbacks.
b.

Farmland, General. Farmland other than Capability I & II prime soils may be utilized if CSECS
system design enables a substantial continuation of agricultural production under the
photovoltaic array, commonly referred to as dual-use, or co-location, or agrivoltaics. To
accomplish dual-use, system design may utilize the following:
1)
50% coverage within each array or bank of solar panels, leaving every other panel as
open.
2)
The highest energy conversion efficiency solar panels commercially available.
3)
Bifacial solar panels that absorb light on the underside reflected from soil or vegetation,
to maintain a greater percentage of generation capacity. Access alleys shall remain fully
open.
4)
Raising the CSECS solar array so that sunlight is diffused more evenly at soil level. An
array shall allow a minimum vertical clearance of sixteen (16) feet to accommodate farm
implements.
5)
Rotational axis panels that track the sun through the day or through the seasons to gain
generation capacity.

c.

Height. CSECS shall be no lower than sixteen (16) feet in height, measured at the lowest
horizontal support members. CSECS shall not exceed fifteen (15) feet in height, measured when
oriented at maximum tilt; with the following exceptions:
1)
Said height restrictions shall not apply to appurtenant enclosed structures.
2)
The height limit may be exceeded when approved by the Board of County Commissioners
due to grade change on the property.

d.

Location. The CSECS shall be located to:
1)
Accommodate the future growth of incorporated cities;
2)
Make maximum use of existing terrain, vegetation, and structures to screen the project
from off-site view. If this is not possible, additional screening shall be provided;
3)
Prioritize impervious surfaces such as building roofs and parking lot shade structures, or
locations of compromised soils such as old landfills and Superfund sights.

e.

Size. No CSECS shall contain more than 500 1,000 acres total land area.
1)
If the landowner lease agreement specifies that the ground under and around the solar
arrays shall be used for agricultural production, or if the ground under and around the solar
arrays is set-aside in the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP), the CSECS total land area
may be increased to a maximum of 1000 acres.
2)
The direct land area covered by solar arrays shall comply with the following formulae:
a)
For fixed-tilt systems, between 22% to 30% coverage
b)
For single-axis tracking systems, between 15% to 22% coverage
c)
For double-axis tracking systems, between 10% to 13% coverage
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3)

Bi-facial solar collectors are encouraged, so the system capacity can be almost
doubled without an increase in direct land area coverage.

f.

Glare. All solar panels must be constructed to minimize glare or reflection onto adjacent
properties and adjacent roadways and must not interfere with traffic, including air traffic,
or create a safety hazard. Glare can be mitigated by, but is not limited to:
1)
Textured glass,
2)
Anti-reflective coatings,
3)
Screening,
4)
Distance, or
5)
Positioning units in a manner that reduces glare.

g.

In pasture areas, it may be necessary to construct temporary or permanent fences around work
areas to prevent livestock access, consistent with landowner agreements.

h.

Vegetation. The CSECS shall be designed to accommodate concurrent use of the land for
livestock grazing, commodity crops, specialty crops, or similar sustainable use, or contain noninvasive, native ground cover under and between the rows of solar panels. Ground around and
under solar arrays and in project site buffer areas shall be planted and maintained in perennial
vegetated ground cover, and meet the following standards:
1)
Top soils shall not be removed during development, unless part of a remediation effort.
2)
Soils shall be planted and maintained in perennial vegetation to prevent erosion, manage
run off and build soil. Seeds should include a mix of grasses and wildflowers, ideally
native to the region of the project site that will result in a short stature prairie with a
diversity of forbs or flowering plants that bloom throughout the growing season.
Blooming shrubs or native pollinating plants may be used in buffer areas.
3)
Plant material must not have been treated with systemic insecticides, particularly
neonicotinoids.
4)
Selection of the direct land area covered by solar arrays on a project site shall not encroach
on wetlands, riparian corridors, or high quality woodlands.
5)
CSECS solar arrays located on Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) acreage shall be given
top priority.

i.

Setbacks.
1)
All CSECS structures shall be set back a minimum of 100 feet from the road right-of-way
and 50 feet from the interior side and rear property lines. The solar panels/array shall be
located a minimum of 500 feet from any existing residence at the time of installation.
2)
No portion of a CSECS may encroach upon the public right-of-way.
3)
Additional setbacks may be required to mitigate site specific issues, aesthetics, or to
provide for frontage roads, cross-access easements, commercial corridors, or other means
of egress/ingress.

j.

Fencing/Screening.
1)
Properties containing CSECS shall be enclosed by perimeter fencing to restrict
unauthorized access. Perimeter fencing shall be either seven (7) foot tall chain link or
permeable fencing.
2)
Wildlife corridors, fenced breaks in the facility that provide a route for wildlife to travel
through the area, shall be provided where needed to allow wildlife to travel through the
area. (Typically at ¼ mile intervals.)
3)
A 25 foot deep buffer and screening area shall be provided along common property lines
between the CSECS and all adjoining residential properties and along all adjacent
roadways. The buffer and screening area may include a combination of berms,
predominantly evergreen species at least 5 feet in height at the time of planting, or fencing
to be determined by the Board of County Commissioners based on characteristics of both
the solar facility location and the surrounding area.

k.

Signage.
1)
Perimeter fencing shall be signed at intervals no less than every 100-feet.
2)
No signs other than appropriate warning signs, or standard manufacturer's, operator's, or
installer's identification signage, shall be displayed.
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l.

Lighting.
1)
No exterior lighting fixture shall be installed that exceeds fifteen (15) feet in height unless
proven necessary by the applicant and approved by as part of the conditional use review
process.
2)
No light source shall be directed off-site. All external lighting shall be shielded and
downcast such that light does not encroach upon adjacent properties or the night sky.
3)
Security or safety lighting relating to the CSECS and appurtenant structures shall be
limited to the minimum necessary to mitigate visual impacts.
4)
All external lighting shall be motion activated and on a timer.

m.

Electrical Interconnections. All electrical interconnection and distribution lines within the subject
site shall be located underground, with the following exceptions:
1)
Exception may be granted by the Board of County Commissioners in instances where
shallow bedrock, water courses, or other protected sensitive lands as defined in 12-3142.02 of these regulations, or when placement underground is not feasible.
2)
Above ground utility or power lines may only be used in public right-of-ways, easements,
or other legally dedicated tracts of land.

n.

Maintenance. All appurtenant structures of the CSECS shall be maintained and kept in good
condition by the owner or operator.
1)
Maintenance shall include, but not be limited to, painting, structural repairs, replacement
of damaged or worn parts or cables, and integrity of security measures.
2)
Site access shall be maintained to a level acceptable to local emergency personnel. The
owner or operator shall be solely responsible for maintaining the subject site, all
appurtenant structures of the CSECS, the installation and maintenance of any access
road(s), unless accepted as public right-of-way.

o.

Affidavit. . . . .

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Alignment with Strategic Plan
Strong, Welcoming Neighborhoods
Prosperity and Economic Security
Alignment with Climate Environmental Goals
Reduction of local greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
Preservation of Capability I and II Prime Agriculture Soils
Remediation of climate compromised food production
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Fiscal Impact
Zero impact
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Action Options
1. Approve the text amendment as drafted, and forward a recommendation for approval to the
County Commission.
2. Approve the text amendment with revisions, and forward a recommendation for approval,
with revisions, to the County Commission.
3. Provide staff with directions to rework the text amendment and bring it back at a future meeting.
4. Reject the proposal.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Attachments
Sustainability Action Network letter on Solar Siting Standards
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Lawrence-Douglas County Planning Commission
Lawrence City Hall
6 East 6th St.
Lawrence KS 66044
re:

23 August 2021

Solar Photovoltaic Siting Standards

Planning Commissioners:
The Sustainability Action Network understands the value and the imperative of solar electricity production
for reversing our society’s carbon emissions. Founded in 2007, we have been advancing solar energy
longer than either NextEra Energy or Savion Energy. But unlike those companies which have a singular
profit-driven focus, Sustainability Action is not a one trick pony. We are a multi-faceted ecological
advocacy group, promoting renewable energy as well as farmland preservation and food production with
minimal fossil-fuel chemical use.
We understand that the climate crisis is manifested by melting ice caps and rising oceans, by loss of
biodiversity, by catastrophic extreme weather events, and by heat waves and drought that are ruinous to
our agriculture. To address one, society must address them all. If we devise solutions that discount food
productivity, we do so at our own peril.
Our organization supports utility-scale solar electric generation. We see it not as a matter of “if”, but a
matter of “how”, so as to minimize impacts on food production. To begin with, we would prohibit taking
Capability I & II prime farmland out of production for any length of time. For other farmland, we call for
the maximum size of any utility-scale solar project to be 500 acres total footprint. However, a project may
be increased to 1000 acres if located on Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) land, or if the ground under
the solar arrays is used for agricultural production, referred to as co-location, dual-use, or agrivoltaics.
Agrivoltaics has been in practice and in ordinances in several states and countries. Japan’s Ministry of
Agriculture issued agrivoltaic standards in 2013. Minnesota issued solar-agricultural standards in 2016,
highlighting pollinator friendly plants. The German University of Hohenheim references four decades of
the practice, and is currently testing food productivity under solar arrays. And fifteen U.S. states have
“pollinator scorecards” to evaluate the design of solar projects relative to how pollinator friendly they are.
https://www.japanfs.org/en/news/archives/news_id034166.html
https://ensia.com/features/solar-farms/
https://www.anthropocenemagazine.org/2017/12/doubling-up-crops-with-solar-farms-could-increase-landuse-efficiency-by-as-much-as-60/
https://fresh-energy.org/beeslovesolar/pollinator-friendly-solar-scorecards
Particularly noteworthy is that in 2019, Oregon adopted standards which, with few exceptions, prohibits
large solar projects on Capability I & II farmland, while granting a size premium if done as agrivoltaics.
https://www.lawofrenewableenergy.com/2019/07/articles/solar/oregons-dlcd-finalizes-solar-siting-rules/
To achieve agrivoltaics, our proposed standards require that solar arrays be spaced at lower densities to
allow sunlight penetration to ground level. To offset the resultant drop in power generation, we encourage
bifacial panels that absorb light on the underside as well when reflected from the ground.
By welcoming clean and renewable solar electricity with thoughtful and balanced regulations, Douglas
County can also be good stewards of our farm soils and food security.

Thank you for your consideration,
Michael Almon,
Energy Conservation and Renewables Committee Chair
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